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Price Index For January
Shows .9 Percent Hike

Y AG LIVING VALENTINES — Members of the Young Actors Guild will be available all day Valentine's Day to
deliver their own, unique, "Living Valentines." For $5 they will perform at any specified location, one of four
"scenes" to choose from. There ii the Classic Valentine, the Funny Valentine, the Rude Valentine and the Kiss. After
performing the scene in costume they will leave a bouquet of helium-filled balloons. Orders can be made all day
Saturday at the Old Freight Depot, City-County Park or by calling Community Theatre at 759-1 752.

Institute To Aid Economic Growth
The practical application of the
educational and research capabilities
at Murray State University to foster
future economic growth in west Kentucky is the goal of the Rural Development Institute, according to Don Kelly.
recently named director of the institute. "The region has notdeveloped its full
potential
for
growth. This pro- •
vides a unique opportunity for Murray State faculty
and staff to work
with other programs and agencies to ensure that
the' ncessary
Dim Kelly
economic growth
can occur while maintaining the quality
of life we now enjoy in west Kentucky,"
said Kelly.

The impact of developments such as
the completion of the TennesseeTombigbee Waterway and the ptobable
construction of several synthetic fuel
plants in the mid-19130's, should be considered, said Kelly. Also the high
availability of different energy
resources in the region can create rapid
growth patterns, he added.
"We would be remiss not to prepare
now for both the positive and negative
impacts," he said.
Kelly said the institute will "complement other agencies in west Kentucky"
and will encompass services formerly
offered by the Center for Regional Services at Murray State. He added the institute will help fulfill the university's
mission of service to the reason
"through the application of knowledge
to regional problems."
One of thelirst needs identified by the
institute is for a central data resource

bass on rural development which will
contain facts and statistics on the
region. The information will be
available to Murray State faculty,
students and researchers, and anyone
having a need for this type of data.
Kelly. a native of Madisonville. has
been at Murray State since Dec. 1. He
formerly worked for the Kentucky
Department of Transportation, and
most recently was in charge of
transportation planning.
He obtained hi't bachelor's and
master's degrees irt• civil engineering
from the University of Kentucky, and
holds a certificate from the
Transportation Management Institate
at the University of Mississippi.
•
. Kelly said that anyone interested in additional information about the institute may contact him by writing the
Rural Development Institute, Murray
State University, Murray, Ky. 42071.

Teacher'Home' At Campus Lights
By ROGER MATTHEWS
High school music teacher Bennie
Garwood of Rockford, III., has made
the long trip to Murray State University
again this year to attend the annual
theatre production of "Campus
Lights." .
Garwood. a native of Jonesboro. Ill.,
who teaches music at Jefferson High
School in Rockford. did not make the
trip alone. As he does every year, he
had the company of most of his music
students at Rockford and many of their
parents.
A 1961 graduate of Murray State,
Garwood each year demonstrates his
loyalty to his alma mater by leading
a caravan of ears on the - 14-hour cInve
from Illinois to West Kentucky.
This year. he brought 93 high school
students. Thirty-two of the parents
came along, making the caravan contingent well over 100 music and theatre
enthusiasts.
-• - •
The annual entourage has become
almost a ritual for Garwood. It began 19
years ago with a trip to visit friends in
Murray. Only enough people to fill one
car came that year.
The logistics of getting a 15-car
caravan from Rockford to Murray are
often
worrisome, Garwood
acknowledged, not to mention the puzzled looks from other motorists when
they see the procession. But he thinks
the trip is worth the trouble.

COMING HOME — Bennie Garwood,left, a music teacher from Rockford,
III., talkes one of his students, Mike Will, on a tour of the Phi Mu Alpha
Lounge at Murray State University. Will is one of 93 high school students
Garwood, a 1961 graduate, has helped bring to Murray this year in order
to see the university Production of"Campus Lights."
"It is important for high school
students who are interested in music to
see what a college theatre performance
is like," he said.
Garwood said he also likes for his
students to see the support given the
arts in the Murray community."People
in Murray and the university are very

inside today
The Calloway County boys and girls basketball teams won over Sedalia
Friday night. See today's sports section for details and photos.
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sunny
Sunny and warmer on Sunday
with highs in the mid 50s.
Extended Forecast
Unseasonably
warm
temperatures through the
weekend, with a chance of rain
Monday and Tuesday. Highs will
be in the 60s.

receptive to the arts. I 'want my
students to see how different it can be,
and to feel this atmosphere."
"Campus Lights" opened Thursday
night. The final performance will be at
3 p.m.Sunday in Lovett Auditorium.
See CAMPUS LIGHTS,
Page 14, Column 5

Women Voters League
To Sponsor Discussion
The Murray-Calloway County League
of Women Voters will sponsor an open
meeting featuring a panel of local
leaders associated with the HUD Grant
for the Douglas Community on Monday,
Feb. 16, 1981, at 7:30 p.m., in the council
room of City Hall.
The HUI)Grant for the Douglas Community is administered through the
Community Development Board, and
representatives of the boards of Human
Development, Community Development,the Housing Authority and the City Planner's Office have been invited to
participate in the program. —
The public is invited to attend this
meeting and to participate actively in
the discussion.

By ROBERT FURL()W
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON 1API — A big price
jump for fuel at the wholesale level sent
a new shudder of inflation through the
economy last month, the government
says. Prospects are for more of the
same.
The Labor Department's Producer
Price Index, a prime indicator of future
consumer price directions, rose 0.9 percent in January — an annual rate of 11.4
percent.
Energy prices made the biggest impact, rising 2.7 percent. And analysts
pointed out that the January increase
was before President.--Reagan decontrolled the prices of U.S.-produced
crude oil and gasoline.
Domestic price decontrol, coupled
with price increases ordered by the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries, is virtually sure to lead to
new inflationary surges in energy in the
next few months,economists believe.
Several major oil companies announced price increases during the first
two weeks of February and more increases are being predicted by
analysts.
The Reagan administration,
however, argues that deregulation of
American business — including oil
decontrol — is a necessary part of its
formula to bring inflation under conrol.
Other parts include federal tax and
budget cuts.
Administration officials — probably
including the president himself in next
Wednesday's address to Congress —
are sure to use the new inflation figures
to back up their calls for drastic
economic action to curb rising prices.
January's economy-wide wholesale
price increase, the biggest since last
August's 1.2 percent, would have been
even higher except consumer food
prices remained steady for the secOnd

straight month.
That trend is not likely to continue,
however. The government is still
predicting overall food price increases
of as much as 15 percent this year.
The Producer Price Index, which
measures the price of finished goods
ready for sale to consumers, rose 11.7
percent last year, including a 0.5 percent rise in December. The government
had earlier reported December's increase at 0.6, but revised it Friday.
January's energy price increase of
2.7 percent was almost twice the increase for that category in December,
the report said. Fuel oil prices rose 5.7
percent in January, gasoline prices
climbed 2.5 percent and natural gas increased 1.4 percent.
Donald Ratajczak, director of

Georgia State University's Economic
Forecasting Project, said gasoline
price increases would have been even
greater in January except for
"competitive pressures" among oil
companies.
Wholesale prices for finished consumer goods other than food and
energy rose 0.8 percent in January, the
Labor Department report said.
The prices rose faster than in
December for passenger cars, textile
house furnishings, appliances and
prescription drugs, it said.
Before seasonal adjustment, the Producer Price Index stood at 259.8 in
January. That means goods and services that cost $10 at the wholesale level
in the 1967 base year cast $25.98 last
month.

MEETS WITH CONSTITUENTS — A good crowd of local citizens turned
out to meet with First District U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard Jr. at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord Friday afternoon. Hubbard discussed several personal
issues with the constituents. With Hubbard are Howard Bazzell (left) and
Keith Hays.

'Alice In Wonderland'To Open
Thursday With Six Performances
Community Theatre's fantasy production for the family, "Alice in
Wonderland," will open Thursday,Feb.
19, for six performances in the
auditorium of the Calloway County
Public I.ibrary, 710 Main 'St.
The play, adapted from works by
Lewis Carroll, is under the director of
Richard Valentine. The cast of 20 young
people will perform Thursday, Friday
and Saturday at 8 p.m., Friday after
school at 4 p.m., and at 2 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday. Seating in the
auditorium is limited to about 150 with
small children seated close to the action.
Members of Community Theatre's
Children's Company are in charge of all
major production aspects of the show

including the intricate animal and other
fantasy make-up required by some of
the strange creatures in Lewis Carroll's
play. The stage managers, set crew,
lighting director, and properties
masters are all members of the
Children's Company, a group of
students in kindergarten through eighth
grade who are interested in theatre
education.
Many of the more familiar
characters in "Alice" stories will be on
hand such as Hurnpty Dumpty,
Tweedledum and Tweedledee,The Mad
Hatter, The March Hare, The Dormouse, The Knave of Hearts and the
King and Queen of Hearts. Two bizarre
,characters, the Gryphon and the Mock
Turtle, turn up in the second act, as do

four hedgehogs who the Queen uses as
croquet balls. The White Rabbit and the
Duchess follow Alice on her adventures
and the Cheshire Cat becomes her only
real ally. Finally. Alice is safe at home
with her sister Margaret.
The plan is in two acts with one intermission during which Children's Company members will offer Pepperade
and Sugar Tarts as concessions. The
pepperade and sugar tarts figure importantly in the plot of the show. Admission is $3 for adults, $2 for students.
$1.50 for children under 12, and $1.50 for
senior citizens.
For more information about the performances of -Alice in Wonderland" at
the Public Library call the Theatre Office at 759-1752.

Theatre Scholarship Established
For Late Chairman Of Program
The Robert E. Johnson Memorial
Theatre Scholarship bas been established at Murray State University in
memory of the late chairman and director of its theatre arts program for 23
years.
Johnson, who died Dec. 21 after a
lengthy illness, directed more than 100
major and 50 minor theatre productions
during his tenure at the university.
Among these has been "Twilight
Cabaret," the annual musical production staged each summer at Kentucky
Dam Village State Park for tourist
entertainment.
"This scholarship, which is being inititated by his widow, Shirley, not only
will honor Bob's memory but will
recognize his many contributions to-the
university and to his students." said Dr.
Thomas B. Hogancamp, executive
director of the Murray State University
Foundation.
To be administered through the Foundation, the scholarship will be for
theatre students and will be awarded
annually. Its value each year, Hogancamp said, will be determined by the interest realized from the investment of
the basic contributions. .
Approximately $800 already has been
received from proceeds realized from
various theatrical endeavors in the
area.
The scholarship, Hogancamp went
on, also is expected to be awarded for

SCHOLARSHIP FOR THEATRE STUDENTS — Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp,
executive director of the Murray State University foundation, discusses
some of the preliminary plans for the Robert E. Johnson Memorial Theatre.
Scholarship with Mrs. Shirley Johnson, widow of the late chairman and
director of theatre arts at the university and whose memory the program
honors. Established for theatre students, the scholarship is expected to be
awarded for the first time this fall.
the first tune this fall.
Although a committee is being formed to develop the guidelines for making
the award and for the selection of winners, contributions are being received
in the Foundation office.
Persons wishing to participate in the

•
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program, Hogancanip said, should send
their contributions to: Murray State
University Foundation, Sparks Hall,
Murray State University, Murray, KY
42071, with it specifically designated
for the Robert E. Johnson Memorial
Theatre Scholarship fund.

•
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Community Happenings
Saturday, Feb. 14
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi Sorority will
have as Valentine banquet to
honor their queen. Gwen
Cooper. at De‘'antt's at 630
pm

•"".
P-7

Bake Sale by local chapter
of NAACP will be at 11 a.m. at
the Dougles Community
Center
Benefit horse show for
Calloway County Rescue
Squad.sponsored by New Providence Riding Club, will start
at 4:30 p.m. at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposi.
non Center.
Murray Chapter of Full
Gospel Men's Fellowship International will meet for a
meal at 6:30 p.m and program at 7:30 p.m. at the Colonial House Smorgasbord.
This is open to all men,
women,and children.
Third night of production of
Campus Lights will be at 815
p.m. at Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University. Admission will be $4 for adults,
$2.,50 for senior citizens, and $3
for students.
Kentucky High School
Speech League Regional
Drama Festival for high
school students will be held at
University Center auditorium.
Murray State University.
from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. This is
free and open to the public.
Valentine Fashion Show.
sponsored by Calloway Count).
High School Choirs, will be at 2
p.m. in the high school
cafeteria.
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Masday,Feb. 14
Recovery, Inc , will meet at
7 30 p.m. at the Calloway
Health Center, North Seventh
and Olive Streets.

Children's Art Workshop involving studio skills for junior
high school students, grades 6
to 9, will be held from 9 to 11
a ni un the fourth floor, Fine
Hazel and Douglas Centers
Arts Center. Murray State
University The fee is $10 per will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
student for the combined six p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
student-art workshops
11:45 a.m. at Hirzel and at 12
Rifle matches between Ken- noon at Douglas.
tucky colleges and universities will be at Range at
Panel on the-HUD Grant for
Stewart Stadium, Murray Douglas Community, sponState Universtty , starting at 7 sored by Murray-Calloway
aM
County League of Women
Voters, will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Paducah Symphony Or- Council Room, City
Hall. The
chestra will present its third public is invited.
concert at 8:15 p.m. at Jetton
Auditorium. Paducah. Tickets
Annual West Kentucky Barwill be available at the door at row Show will begin at 10
a.m.
$6 for adults and $3 for at the West Kentucky
students
Livestock and Exposition
Center_ This is free and open
Special film will be shown at to the public.
2 p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church.
Youth Prayer Breakfast will
be at 7:30 a.m. at Fellowship
Missions Night Out of First Hall, First Baptist Church.
Baptist Church WMU will be
Community service for Naat 6 p.m. in Fellowship Hall of
the church. A potluck dinner tional Patriotism Week will be
will be served with the pro- at the courthouse yard at 1
gram by Dr. and Mrs. Wayne p.m. This is sponsored by
Chapter 50 of DAV and
Hodge of Princeton_
Murray-Calloway Ministerial
Alcoholics Anonymous and Association
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
Humane Society of
the west end of the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposi- Calloway County will meet at
7 p.m. at the Calloway Public
tion Center.
Library.
Murray Squar-A-Naders
will dance from 8 to 10:30 p.m.
at the Woodmen of the World
Hall.
Second session of the painting class by Mary
Furhrmann will be at 9:30
a.m, at the Murray Art Guild.
A few places are still open.
Sunday, Feb. 15
Exhibition of contemporary
prints from the collection of
Ashland Oil, Inc., will be on
display through March 12 in
Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University. There is no charge and
the public is invited.
Matinee per•formance of
Campus Lights will be at 2
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University.
Second day of rifle matches
of Kentucky colleges and
universities will start at 7 a.m.
at the range of Stewart
Stadium, Murray State
University.
•

Shower for James Walls and
family whose home on North
Cherry burned Feb. 8 will be
held at 4 p.m. at the Douglas
Center, L. P. Miller Street,
Murray.
Newman Club of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at
6:30 p.m.
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Monday,Feb. 16
Kentucky-Barkley Bass 'n
Gals will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Triangle Inn, Murray.
Theta Department of Murray Woman's Club will have a
potluck dinner with guests at
6:30 p.m. at the club house.
Each one is to bring two dishes
with meat furnished.

Chesh.,/ 5/ •7513314

Local chapter of National
Secretaries Association will
meet at the University Branch. Bank of Murray, at 7 p.m.
with Joe Bowlin as speaker.

LATE SNOW /RI & SAT
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Blue Grass CB Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at Joe's Family
Restaurant.

ATTENTION FARMERS
All-Risk Federal
Crop Insurance is
now available from
King-landoh Insurance.
Before you spend a fortune planning your crops this year
think about protecting yourself with All-Risk Federal Crop Insurance
We have been appointed to sell All-Risk Federal Crop Insurance for corn, beans and tobacco. Its very Itspaseisahlel In •
sured ore covered under an all risk basis of boil, wind, draught
and oll natural disasters.
Find out how the benefits of all-risk insurance con be
tailored to your farming operation. Just call David King, Gene
Landoll, or Addle Kupchella at 753-8355.
All-Risk Federal Crop- Insurance. In good years and
bad, it
pays off

All-Risk
Federal Crop Insurance

oil

KING-LANDOLT
The Insurance Center
Of Murray
901 Sycamore

Phone- 753-8355

Monday,Feb. 111
Front Parch Swing will
rehearse at 7 p.m. at the First
Christian Church.

V.mik•

Tuesday, Feb. 17
Murray TOPS i take off
pounds sensibly ) Club will
meet at 7 p.m at the Health
Center.

Community
Chorus,
Skating party by Murray
directed by Dr Irma Collins,
will practice at the Calloway DECA Club of the Marketing
and Distributive Education
Public Library at 7:30p.m.
Class, Murray Vocational
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free School, will be from 6 to 8 pm
and Accepted Masons will at the Murray Roller Rink
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
Murray Christian Women's
hall.
Club will have a luncheon at 12
Calloway County Associa- noon at the Colonial House
tion for Retarded Persons is Smorgasbord. For reservascheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m. tions or cancellations call
in the Special Education Shirley Winters or Meredith
Zehr.
Building, Murray State.
Golden Circle Class of
Memorial Baptist Church will
at 7 p.m. at the home of Gayle
Adams.

Calloway Band Boosters
will meet at 7 p.m. in the band
room of Calloway County High
School.

Way To Person's Heart
Is Through Sweet Tooth
PITTSBURGH (AP)- The
way to a person's heart is
through his sweet tooth, at
least on Valentine's Day, and
candy makers say they've
learned something about
human nature through their
sales.
Candy maker Peter Bolanis
says customers up to age 30
buy "the biggest, best, frilliest
box they can fit into their

eatv
By Abigail Van Buren

In Affairs of Heart,
The Truth Can Hurt
DEAR ABBY: I find it hard to believe that your mail is
running 3 to 1 against informing a friend that her husband
is having an affair. Why would anyone want to live in a
dream world? Just because they aren't aware doesn't mean
it's not going on.
I would want to know if my husband were having an
affair. Something in our relationship would have to be
terribly, wrong if he went looking elsewhere for love and
comfort. He should be coming home to me. If! am not made
aware of the problem, how can I deal with it? Not knowing
is no help at all.
REALISTIC IN LONG ISLAND
DEAR REALISTIC: Your letter makes a lot of
sense, but read on for another view, which also
makes sense:
DEAR ABBY: I'm glad you advised against telling a
friend that her husband is having an affair. Why? Because
if an affair is really going on, unless the wife is a complete
idiot, she doesn't have to be told! All the signs are there for
her to read: Suddenly he has a lot of extra "work" to do. He
starts coming homcevery late and very tired. Often he isn't
where he says he'll be.
A wife who has had a good marriage can'tell from the way
her husband looks at her (or doesn't look at her). By the way
he touches her (or doesn't touch her). His ardor slowly cools.
("Sorry, dear, I have a lot on my mind these days.")
If a woman pretends she doesn't "know- when her
husband is having an affair, she just doesn't want to know
which is also'her right, right?
"KNEW" IN BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

budgets."
"The older people are looking for something more subdued," he said Thursday.
A half-pound chocolate
"kiss," wrapped in silver foil,
is a big seller for the Hershey
Chocolate Co., said Terry
Freisan, national accounts
manager.
"It's tough to beat a 'kiss'
for Valentine's Day," he said.
Valentine's Day is Saturday.
Heart-shaped boxes filled
with M&Ms are a hit among
students at Pennsylvania
State University, said an
employee at the Candy Shop in
State
College.
Another
favorite is a greeting card that
opens to a five-ounce slab of
chocolate.
She said many students buy
the traditional boxes, but
some prefer chocolate kisses
-suggesting only a smooch because "it's not too committal."

Tuesday, Feb. 17
Willing Workers Class and
Ruth Warren WMU Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at DeVanti's with
Mrs Euple Ward of Need Line
Association as speaker.
Husbands are invited

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frasces Drake

FOR SUNDAY,FEBRUARY IS, 1981
What kind of day
your Ille now Avoid getting inbe? To find out what the
to arguments over children,
stars say, read the forecast
politics, or other conVoverstal
Free blood pressure check given for your birth Sign.
subjects
will be from 12 noon to 2 p.m. ARIES
SAGITTARIUS
a/4
1 Y
I Nov. 22 to Dec. 211 '4
at the Seventh-Day Adventist
Mar. 21 to Apr 191
It's not the best time for
Church, South 15th and
Your domestic routine is
Sycamore Streets
liable to be upset now. It's not balancing the books or obtaining agreement from family
the best time for company .
Richard Valentine Puppets Try to softpedal differences members about mutual expenditures or investments,.
will perform at 10 a.m. and with others.
CAPRICORN
3:30 p.m. in the green room of TAURUS
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19 V
Apr. 20 to May 20)
the old Freight Depot in the
Avoid nagging loved ones
Mix-ups in communications
Murray-Calloway
County
are likely. Watch small now. Repeating your point
Park.
won't win you any arguments.
disagreements with friends.
Avoid controversial topics. Do your best to maintain harSenior Citizens Centers
mony with close ties.
be open as follows: Dexter at Don't force issues.
AQUARIUS
930 a.m.; Hazel and Douglas
; Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
M
E
.
akl
l yiN
2lIto June 20/
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
Watch a tendency to overdo.
It's not favorable for shoppfrom 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
You may try too hard now and
ing now. Either you'll spend
lose
your instinctive knack
too much or be indiscriminate
Singles Class of Seventh and in your selections.
Postpone do-it-yourself pro
Safeguard
jects.
Poplar Church of Christ will credit.
PISCES
meet at 7 p.m. at the church CANCER
C
A
v
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
building.
I June 21 to July 221 181
0
Watch arguments with
Live and let live. Don't get
children and loved ones. Once
Alcoholics Anonymous will into an argument over religion
started, an argument could
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end or moral questions. Your sencontinue endlessly. Leave
of the West Kentucky sitivity makes you vulnerable
criticisms to another time.
Livestock and Exposition to hurts.
LEO
Center,
(July 23 to Aug. 221 4/2fg
You'll probably not obtain
Parents Anonymous will
YOU BORN TODAY are a
meet at 6:30 p.m. For infor- the quiet and peace you seek.
Don't
let interruptions cause
natural moneymaker and
mation call 753-5995 or 435you
to
get
grumpy or to
know how to commercialize
4385.
vlit
withdraw into yourself.
your talents - which are
many. You can act, write,
Aug. 23toSept. 22
nt)k5s1
design, teach and sing. In
Student Exhibition by
It's a busy time socially, but
business, you'd make a good
Hunter Whitesell, Fulton, will not without its ups and downs. salesperson, realtor, attorney
be shown through March 3 at Avoid petty disputes about
and can succeed in large venthe Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts small matters. Aim for hartures. You are generous and
Center, Murray State Univer- mony.
philanthropic, but try to exLIBRA
sity.
tend your social contacts
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22
beyond business assaciates.
You'd be wise not to mix
At times a love of luxury comRetirees of Local 1068 UAW business with pleasure. You
bines with an easygoing
of the Tappan Company and may be too impatient to get as
nature to keep you from living
retirees of other locals will much accomplished as you'd
up to your full potential. Birthdate of John Barryrnore; achave a covered dish supper at like. Watch health.
tor; Susan B. Anthony, suf5:30 p.m. at the First Chrisfragist; and Claire Bloom, acOct.
1-1RP
::) 23 toNov. 21
tian Church.
In-laws seem to complicate tress.
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WASHINGTON'S
BIRTHDAY SALE
Sale Starts Monday 16th 9 A.M.
Fall & Winter Merchandise Limited Quantities
Cash Only-No Bank Cards-All Sales Final
Famous Namebrand Childrens Clothing

INFANTS& TODDLERS (Girls)
Coats(25 to sell) Reg. 25.00 to 53.50
..
- -.. Sale 7.50 to 15.05
Sportswear (124 Pcs. To Sell) Reg. 18.00 to 25.00
Sale 2.40 to 7.52

INFANTS& TODDLERS (Boys)

DEAR KNEW: Right!
•••

DEAR ABBY: Last week I took my ladyfriend to a nice
restaurant for dinner. I am 58 and she is 56
She ordered fish, and I ordered a steak-medium. After I
cut into it, I discovered that it was rare. I do not care for rare
steak, so I started to call the waitress to ask her to please
take it back and have it cooked a little longer.
My ladyfriend stopped me, saying if! sent it back it would
show that I had no class, and she would be embarrassed.
Not wanting to embarrass her, I didn't send the steak
back; I just put it aside and ate the rest of the dinner.
Consequently our dinner was spoiled and a small tiff
ensued.
Abby, had I sent my steak back to the kitchen to be cooked
medium, would it have shown that I had no class?
NO CLASS
DEAR NO CLASS: No. The absence of class was in
your choice of dinner companions. But apparently
you lacked self-confidence.
•••

DEAR ABBY: My husband's mothev who is in her 80s,
has come to live with us. She's financially secure and draws
a nice Social Security check every month.
We have four teen-agers at home and one in college, and
with prices so high these days, we barely make ends meet.
I added up all the household expenses and divided them
by the number of people who live here, and it comes to $275 a
month. (Not including clothing.)
Mother thinks $150 a month is adequate for her share. My
husband agrees with her. This includes driving her to town
to shop, to the doctor and anywhere else she wants to go.
She watches TV all day long and we have to keep the
furnace higher for her.
I would like the opinion of your readers concerning what
Mother's fair share should be. (What would she pay in a
nursing home that doesn't offer all these extras?) Mother
said she would abide by what Dear Abby's readers say.
WAITING IN WASHINGTON

Coats(24 to sell) Reg. 14.00 to 41.00
Sportswear(56 to sell) Reg. 7.00 to 35.00

Sale 2.22 to 12.30
Sale 2.10 to 10.50

Boys- 4-20
Shirts & Vests 100 Pcs To Sell Reg. 7.00 to 13.00
Suits & Sportcoats(group) Reg. 31.00 to 107.50
Sweaters & Shirts Reg. 5.50 to 17.00
Underoosso to sell Reg. 4.99
Pants group Reg. 12.00 to 18.00
Battle Jackets Reg. 31.50

Sale 2.10 to

3.90
Sale 9.30 to 32.25
Sale 2.22 to 5.10
Sale 2.22
Sale 3.60 to 5.40
Sale 7.22

Oly

Girls 4 to 14

Pt,

Dresses 39 to sell Reg. 22.00 to 47.00
sportswear 390 pcs to sell Reg. 8.00 to 48.00
Coats 29 to sell Reg. 39.50 to 72.0&
Group(Bobs

Sale 6.60 to

14.10
Sale 2.40 to 14.40
Sale 11.85 to 21.60
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DEAR WAITING: I'm waiting. too. Readers?
•••

Do you hate to write letters because you don't know
what to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters,
congratulations, how to decline and accept invitations and how to write an intereating letter are
included in Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters for
All Occasions." Send $1 and a long, stamped (214
cents), self add
d envelope to: Abby, Letter
Booklet.'1 32 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
•

Children's Fashions
Hrs.: 9-6 Mon.-Sat
9-9 Fri.

7
he Liep Qead

Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-1796
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Unemployment Insurance Up

Study Shows Women Still Do
Most Chores Around House

Kentucky employers who million Mr. Crawford said employers or both. Any such
pay unemployment insurance more money was paid out in actions must be taken by the money would not be available
taxes to both the state and the benefits than was received in state legislature, however, in 1981 to repay any of that
federal government will sure- taxes for five of the 10 years which is not scheduled to meet debt. In October, the overall
state unemployment rate was
ly see increases in those state during the 1970s.
until 1982. Most observers feel 7.9
percent 14.5 percent among
taxes next year. They may
In years when tax collec- that a tax increase in inone that labels most household no type of family did the with two children, the
By LOULSE COOK
also see a hike in the federal tions exceed benefits paid, the evitable; meanwhile, Ken- those eligible for jobless
average time contributed by youngest of whom
tasks 'women's work' -Associated Press Writer
portion in the next two years.
surplus goes to the U. S. tucky will fall deeper in debt benefits and the unemploywas
leaves her with a dispropor- husband, teenager or younger between 12 and 17,
Those are the inevitable Treasury which invests the to the national fund which can ment rate kept growing, to a
a nonA
new
study
confirms
what tionate share of the household child go over three
year-end
1980
level
of
8.6
perhours
a
conclusions drawn from the money and places it in an ac- trigger a corresponding rise in
employed wife contributed
many married women have
cent.
tasks," said William H
day. On the other hand, in no $10,0013 worth of hcasehold
news that this month, for the count earmarked for the state the federal tax rate.
claimed - and complained
"It
doesn't
look
good,"
Mr.
instance
Gauger
Kathryn
did
Walker.
and
the wife's work a year. Her husband confirst time in the 45-year to use in shortfall years. But
During
1981, state
about - for years: They don't
Gauger and Ms Walker average time drop below four tributed $2,200 worth and each
history of the unemployment as of this month, Kentucky's unemployment tax rates for Crawford said.
get enough help from their
studied the amount of time hours a day."
program. Kentucky has bor- account is empty.
.teen-ager contributed $1,100
employers will vary from 1.3
husbands with the housework.
Gauger and Ms. Walker also The total value of contribuspent by different members of
rowed money from the federal
percent to 6.7 percent, accorSTOCKS
KENTUCKY
ON
The
study,
by
Cornell
two
And the $30 million loan,
unemployment insurance
ding to type of employment THE MOVE LAST WEEK: University researchers,shows the family on housework and concluded that.the amount of tions was $14,400.
trust fund in order to pay which will probably be follow- and a firm's employment Market direction was mixed that the value of everyday calculated what it was worth. lane devoted to household
In a similar family where
chores has not changed the wife held an outside job,
unemployment benefits to ed by additional loans from
history. The federal tax rate, for the index of 26 Kentucky chores like cooking, cleaning The study was based on a ranthe national trust fund, must
eligible jobless Kentuckians.
also paid on the first $6,000 in stocks. Biggest gains: Chi- and mending adds up to over dom sample of almost 1,400 substantially in recent years. she contributed only $6,300
The U.S. Secretary of Labor be repaid by the state within
wages, is set at .7 percent for Chi's IOTC), to 19"2 from $10,000 a year for a family of families and on 1979 wage One type of work has simply worth of household work a
rates for a variety of jobs.
been replaced by another. year - almost 40
approved a $30 million loan to two years or else the separate
percent less
all employers.
18,2; Lincoln Income Life four. And the researchers say
"What is most clearly -Many labor-saving devices- than
Kentucky from the national federal unemployment tax
her non-employed
Testifying before an interim IOTC). to 1134 from Ilk.. that women do most of the
seen,"
...
two
lighten
the
the
load,
concluded,
work
but
is
fund, to be used in February paid by Kentucky employers
counterpart. The contribulegislative committee last Oc- largest losses: Humana work - even if they have outthat the wife "contributes the they require time for service, tions of her husband
and March to pay unemploy- will increase.
tober, Mr. Crawford spoke (NYSE), to 35k4 from 37 ad- side jobs.
and
The
giant
maintenance
solution
share
household
of
is
work,
repair,"
and
to
either
cut
ment benefits. A decision will
children, however, were about
about the growing problem justed to reflect 2-for-1 stock
"While one social conven- both
benefits
in
paid
time
Gauger
and
dollars
and
Ms.
said.
Walker
to
..
jobless
Kenbe made shortly about rethe same as in the family
and said that if Kentucky had split of Feb. 2); Texas Gas tion - that against mothers
This is true whether or not she
Gauger and Ms. Walker said where the wife worked
questing an additional loan to tuckians, increase state
to borrow money from the Transmission (NYSE ), to 334'o working - has broken down,
unemployment
is
employed."
wives
that
work
taxes
who
outside
paid
by
pay the benefits in the second
The Cornell study, -The
federal trust fund in 1981, from 357..
another social convention -The study showed that "in the home generally spend Dollar Value of Household
quarter of 1981, according to
about
hours
two
less
a day on Work:' includes charts and
Rick Crawford, director of
household chores than their worksheets to help families
unemployment insurance in
nonworking
counterparts. But figure out their own
Kentucky's Department for
the researchers said that, in housework patterns. Copies,
Human Resources.
DALLAS, Texas - Evelyn
enhanced with thousands of achievers in Mary Kay Jack Jones.
general, the figures "do not at $1 each, including postage,
The current loan was made Willie of Murray,Ky., a Senior
twinkle lights, a lighted cur- Cosmetics were spotlighted as
show that husbands increase are available from: Cornell
Mrs. Willie joined Mary Kay with an initial force of 10 into
necessary when unemploy- Director with the Dallastain with a star burst design, they received their valuable Cosmetics
their work contribution if their Distribution Center - AP, 7
as an independent an, international organization
ment insurance taxes paid in- based Mary Kay Cosmetics,
laser light rainbow effects, prizes including
pink Beauty Consultant in 1975. In with approximately 100,000 inwives are employed."
Research Park, Ithaca, N.Y.,
to the state fund were Inc., has returned from the
four turrets accented with live
Cadillacs and Buick Regals
Gauger and Ms. Walker 14850. Ask for publication
1980 she was named an in- dependent Beauty Conoutstripped by the growing company's 18th
Annual greenery and yards of shim- the cars most often associated
found that in a family of four IB60.
dependent Sales Director with sultants, marketing the firm's
number of claims. Those state Seminar held at the Dallas
mering gLamme material forwith Mary Kay Cosmetics - the company. She is married products throughout the
taxes are collected from Ken- Convention Center, January
ming the backdrop.
diamond and gold pins, to Mike Willie and they are the United States, its territories,
tucky employers on the first 29-31,1981.
The 1981 Seminar was
bracelgts, rings and necklaces parents of two children.
Canada, Australia and Buenos
$6,000 of wages paid to each
Some'8,000 of the 100,000 in- highlighted by an awards
and mink fashions. EntertainMary Kay Cosmetics, Inc., Aires. The company's 1979 net
employee, although certain dependent Mary Kay Connight where the top sales
ment was provided by singer, has grown from a local firm sales figure was $91,400,000.
types of employment such as sultants attended. General
agricultural and domestic assemblies and workshops fillwork are exempted. The taxes ed the schedule of the proare intended to cover the costs gram covering every facet of
of benefits paid to Ken- the Mary Kay business from
tuckians who are out of work products to management.
through layoffs or inability to Mary Kay Ash, who founded
find jobs.
the company in 1963 and is
But those tax collections now Chairman of the Board,
Since its formation in May
classroom and on-the-job and schedule transportation.
notified it has been funded for
have been declining at the gave the opening address and 1979 as a pilot project, training.
Although center services are a second
year of operation
same time that more Ken- taught some of the classes. TASKIT has aided eight firms
The center itself lends six free, staff members may' sugfrom the U.S. Economic
tuckians are out of work, Richard Rogers, President of conclude 14 foreign sales,for a
field representatives
or gest that business persons Development
resulting in heavier claims for Mary Kay Cosmetics, was total income of $332,500. management
Administration,
consultants ), employ the services of private the
Kentucky Development
benefits while the tax money also a guest speaker.
Twelve deals for six other
business climate: energy consultants, bankers and
Cabinet
(renamed the Comto pay the claims has been
The theme of this year's pro- client firms are in final stages
management,
business others.
merce Cabinet by Gov. John
reduced.
gram,"Dreams Come True," of negotiation and will amount
management and trade ad"One innovative part of our Y. Brown last
month) and the
In all of 1980, eligible Ken- reflected the spirit of total op- to an estimated $400,000. Of justment. Trade adjustment's
program is that the staffer
tuckians received $274 million timism that ran through the the 78 clients availing
objective is to help businesses beating bushes for the com- university, for a total
in jobless benefits. But $2.5 million Seminar. The themselves of center services, adversely affected by foreign
of $145,609.
pany doesn't just drop off a
unemployment taxes paid to spectacular stage setting 49 have come on board since imports.
Uncertainties
cloud
report; instead he talks with
the state totalled only $150 featured a castle motif July, according to the latest
Through TASKIT, com- company officials to try to get TASKIT's third year of operaTASKIT figures.
panies can identify markets, them to act on our recommen- tion because funding hasn't
yet been lined up, Mr. Owen
David Andrews, TASKIT iron out licensing re- dations," Mr. Owen said.
said, adding, "But we believe
coordinator, said his program quirements, arrange credit
TASK IT was recently
that TASKIT is a viable conis unique in that it taps' the
cept and we will have to find
research expertise of UK
funding to continue it.
faculty members in such
two engineers, an accountant
fields as marketing, manageand secretaries to assist
ment, finance and statistics.
Licensed For
TASKIT clients.
TASKIT is also designed to get
The center oversees three
graduate students involved on
Commercial & Residential
other programs designed to
the ground floor of company
First, you save money on your electric bill. When you use
Audra Moody, broker-sales
That sum brings Moody's improve the Kentucky
export decision-making, with
electricity wisely, you eliminate waste and that almost always
the dual aim of providing associate for Boyd-Majors total sales volume over the
means a decrease in ktlowatthours used.
Real Estate, again has been
Murray. Ky.
past five years to over $6
Secondly, your conservation enables us to use existing
recognized by her principle million.
distribution facilities more efficiently. postponing the installabrokers, John W. Boyd and
Boyd stated that Moody is to
tion of new, more expensive equipment.
James F. Majors, for an
be congratulated for consisThirdly, it reduces the overall amount of power TVA must
Subscribers who have not
outstanding sales record of tent high sales in an unstable
$2,368,000 for 1979-80.
Vernon's Western Store has
economy. He added that her received their home-delivered produce,enabling it to operate more from the cheaper sources.
Go easy on energy. It helps in many ways. beginning with
enthusiasm and tireless copy of The Renal Weer I Tien by
donated 200 pair of Girls
The appointment of Rose
energy. plus her wide ex- 5:30 p.m. Akindoy -Friday or by your budget
3:30
p.m.
Saturdays
are
Womens and Boys white leather
urged
Gregory as a representative of
perience in all phases of real
to call 753.1916 between 5:30 Pill.
Aetna Life Insurance & Annuiestate combine to make her a
boots to the Calloway County
eel p.a.. Madly free. Friday. or
ty Company has been anphenomenal salesperson.
3130 4.e. awl 4 p.m. Satentays
Rescue Squad. These boots can
nounced by E. A. Ostedgaard
Moody and her husband
A circulation deportment ernand Associates General
be dyed the color you prefer for a
Reuben, also a sales associate ployee is on duty during
these
Agents in Little Rock.
with Boyd-Majors, have time periods to insure delivery
small charge.
Gregory recently completed
recently become pa rtern- of your newspaper Coils must
an intensive life insurance
owners in /he Murray office.
be placed by i p.n. weekdays or.
program at the Ostedgaard
The Moodys. along with one
4... Saturdays to guarantee
All proceeds logo to the Rescue Squod
Agency in Little Rock.
daughter Sandra, reside at delivery.
Gregory is a graduate of Mur1507 Chaucer Dr. Their son,
The regular business office
ray State University in MurStephen, resides in Columbia, flours of The Nerrat laden & Ties.
.
ray, Ky.
S.C. and their other daughter, oreI 5,e. le 5 p.m.. Monday
Gregory resides at 108
Susan Bowerman, lives in through Friday and 0 am le sow
Mur,ai K
Olympic Plaza
401 Olive — 753-5312
Saturdays
Nashville.
Broach Ave., Murray.

Willie Attends Mary Kay Convention

Since Its Formation In May 1979

TASK!? Aids Firms In Sales

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric

Moody Recognized By
Brokers Boyd, Majors

Call 436-2372

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

Rose Gregory
Appointed Rep
To Aetna Life

SPECIAL SALE

TV4
Murray Electric
System

$5"-and $10".pr.

Vernon's Western
Store

You Need More Than Just Someone
To Prepare Your Return
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Taves seem to take a bigger share of your total income every year and this year is tlie time
to do
,omething about about it
You need someone to help you develop an aggressive program for conserving capitol in
creasing your family s-financiol securrty and lowering your tax bills That is where Icon help
To start with HI systematically review your current financial aortae and your return for
the
previous year f Who knows
,I may very well find refunds you no overlooked) Then I II go further
ond help you devise financial strategies to meet your long•terrn business and family needs
Of course not everyone requires my kind of help But if you do perhaps we should talk

CPA
More the..e Mk. We e prefessioe

Michael H. Keller
201 S. 6th Street

Bank of Murray

Question No. 9

MI

63

Certified Public Accountant

753-8918

Income averaging
can save you money. But
only if you make more
than $30,000 a year.
True IEJ False

Congratulations
to

WWI sou don't know ..thotif income aserapng
could COSI V041 movie",
lIAR Mock knout, that no matter how nnbch
4.1 make. if'your income went
1.,
up suhscantulh last
yew' V011 M210 he able to income average c' II
Lake alvAntAme or this it it's to your henefit The
Answer is FAINF, since there is no minimum
.unotint iii income required to quAlits.
WEU MAKE THE TAX LAWS WORK FOR YOU

Audra Moody
Evelyn Willie
Rose Gregory
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C Copley Now, Sorvics

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today LS Saturday. Feb. 14, the 45th
day of 1961. There are 320 days left in
the year
Today's highlight in history :
On Feb. 14, 1663, Canada became a
royal province of i'rance
On this date:
In 1846, an uprising in Cracow
Republic swiftly spread throughout
Poland.
In 1859, Oregon became the 33rd state
of the union.
In 1912, Arizona became the 48th state
of the union.
In 1929, what came to be known as the
"Valentine's Day massacre" occurred
when seven rivals of the Al Capone
gang were murdered in Chicago.
Ten years ago: U.S. warplanes
mistakenly hit a CIA base in Laos,
causing heavy damage.
Five years ago: The Nigerian government confirmed that its head of state,
Gen. Murtala Ramat Mohammed, was
assassinated at the start of an attempted coup.
One year ago: Ireland's former
foreign minister, Sean McBride, said
the United States and Iran had agreed
on a plan to release the American
hostages, but the White House insisted
that word of such a plan was
premature.
Today's birthdays: Reporter Carl
Bernstein is 34. Television personality
Hugh Downs is 60. Former football
coach Woody Hayes is 68.
Thought for today: A lover who
reasons is no lover — Norman Douglas,
English writer i 1368-19521.

Tribute To
Floyd 'Red'Burdette

soo

By L J. Hartle
Friday night, Feb. 13, Floyd Burdette
was inducted into the Tennessee Sports
Hall of Fame in Nashville. It was a fitting tribute to one of the greatest
basketball players ever to wear the
Blue and Gold at Murray State.
This writer was head of journalism
and publicity at Murray State when
Floyd Burdette, on April 1, 1935,
transferred from UT Martin. As correspondent and contributor for
Associated Press, Louisville CourierJournal and other papers, our office
covered every game that "Red- played
at Murray, and some of the games
away from home.
Burdette's grade in the Journalism
Class English 108i was not as high as
his performance on the basketball
floor, but it was qwte respectable.
Undoubtedly, he was one of the very
best basketball players ever to play for
Murray State. In many ways, "Red"
Burdette was like the greastest
Thoroughbred that ever lived — Kentucky's Man.0' War, called "Big Red"
by sports writers. It will be
remembered that Murray's varsity
athletes were given the official name of
"Thoroughbreds" by President Rainey
T. Wells in 1928 or '29. These players
wore on their uniforms a replica of the
head of Man 0' ih'ar, as their official insignia.
Floyd Burdette and "Big Red" Man
0' War were winners. In 1919 and 1920,
the great racehorse won 20 out of 21
races, losing only to "Upset." In two
races he was favored at odds of 1 to 100.
Once he won by 100 lengths. In his 26
years of retirement he was visited by
1'2 million tourists.
Murray's Big Red Burdette looked
like a winner. He held his head high and
he feared no one on the basketball
court. He was top scorer in 1936-37-38
and he was all KIAC, all SIAA and 1938
co- captain of the Thoroughbreds. He
started and scored in every varsity
basketball game during his three
seasons.
Poised, alert, confident and
resourceful, Burdette was a coach's
dream. Like Man 0' War, he was tall,
big and strong, and he is all of that today. A retired professor at UT Martin,

he is revered and respected by
students,faculty and alumni .
The year 1936 was a great one fur
Murray State in basketball. The
Thoroughbreds won the SIAA championship, beating Western Kentucky 2826 in the tourney finals. Before the team
and Coach Cutchin left for the tournament, the publicity office prepared and
mailed out a sports feature on the Murray Thoroughbreds. In an artist's sketch, Coach Cutchin was pictured holding
five playing cards — all Aces. In the
middle of each card was one of the five
starters — Floyd Burdette, Willard
Carroll, James Phillips, Louis Graham
and Ethridge McKeel.
The caption for the picture-feature
was this "CUTCHIN'S WINNING
HAND—FIVE ACES." Along with the
layout, a publicity story was mailed
with the words: "You Can't Beat Five
Aces." Nobody but Coach Cutchin
would have permitted the publicity
staff to mail out — in advance — such a
daring prophecy!
The Five Thoroughbred Aces played
the winning and final game without a
single substitution.
Will Harbut, who was the faithful
groom of Man 0' War, paid this tribute
to Big Red, who died Nov. 1, 1947: "He's
the mostest hoss that ever was.''.
So Murray State's contribution to the
Tennessee Sports Hall of Fame is "Big
Red" Floyd Burdette — one of the
greatest Thoroughbreds that ever lived.
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Echoes From The Past By Judy Maupin

History Of Company C
Last week I received a note from
Judge Sid Easley, inquiring about the
Civil War reminiscences concerning
Calloway County's Company C. He
enclosed a copy of an article which had
been published 56 years after the war.
Judge
Easley's
great-greatgrandfather, John Kelly had led the outfit, and for this reason he would like to
learn more about it.
The following is a copy of the article
written by Ben F. Enoch about Company C. 1st Kentucky Cavalry:
"Wars and rumors of war and
soldiers. Khaki-clad, with guns and
bayonets fixed trampling the streets of
Calloway's capitol recalls to the minds
of the few remaining - 'Johnny Rebs'
another time about 56 years ago when
the scourge of war swept over our country and a call was made for the boys to
go out in defense of our sunny
southland.
"As it may be interesting not only to
the older people but also to some of the
younger generation I have decided to
give some recollections of those days.
"Responding to our country's call.
Co. C. was formed, composed of the
flower of the young mahood of the west
side of our county. In fact, a very large
part of it came from what is now the
Swann precinct of this county.
"Noah Swann was the captain, Frank
Wilderson, first lieutenant, Arch
McPherson second lieutenant, Jasper.
Jones third lieutenant, John W. Ellis
orderly sergeant_ I recall the following
names of men who belonged to the company',. Lew Wince, Will Decardiver.
Rob Morton, Holmes Fuller, Elie
Bradley, Sam Story, Fate Dick. Sam
Paschall, Harmon Story, Bill Story,
Will Blythe, Logan Nance, Wes Story,
Sam 'Rogers, Green Rogers, Ben
Enoch, Marion Farmer, Jim Farmer,
John Ellis. Sam Ellis, John Kelly, Joe
Demi". Aug Kelly. John Osborn, Bade
Robertson, John Gunter, Bill Adams.
Nock Adams, Roane Kemp, Wylie
Rogers, Jim Denham, Make Olar. Hardy Myers, Hiram Lawrence, TOM
Myers, Nance Butterworth, Frank
Hole, John Cook. Need Cook, Tom
Broach, Enoch Arnold, Jim Deist. Ira
Broach, T. T. Hay, John Chambers,
Calvin Jones. Jack Jones, Isaac Kelso.
John Lassiter, John Armstrong. Newt
Jones, Elie Miller, Reubin Waldrop;
George Sirrurions. Sam Smiley. Bill
Cress, Bob Haines. Jim Cress, John
Stone, Tom Howard, Jim Oliver, lye

Looking Back
10 l'ears AO;
Calloway County's official population
is 27,692, up 32 per cent from the 1960
figure, according to the Bureau of the
Census, U. S. Department of Commerce.
Deaths reported include Lloyd
Granger and Ed Brown. •
Tom Brown of Murray, president of
the Lynhurst Resort, has been elected

SOC.0
—e:000000.300.00C:CeSCOGrOCA

to the Kentucky Travel Council Board
of Trustees at a meeting held in
Louisville.
Charles D. Starks of Almo Route 1
has been named finance chairman for
the Combs-Carroll ticket in Calloway
County.
Mrs. Glenda Boone was guest
speaker at the meeting of the Murray

High School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America. Her subject
was "Individuality Of Homemaking."
The Murray State University Racers
beat the Morehead State University
Eagles in a basketball game. High
scorers were Lee Taylor and Jimmy
Young for Murray and Housman for
Morehead.

Sandra Lou Starks was honored at a
party on her third birthday' on Feb. 11
by her mother, Mrs. Charles Starks.
Murray'State College Thoroughbreds
lost to the Morehead State College
Eagles in a basketball game. High

scorers were Thompson for Morehead
and Graham for Murray.
Kentucky veterans of four wars today
could look forward to receiving a bonus
as early as mid-April if proposed financing goes as expected, Lt. Gov. Wilson
W. Wyatt said today.
The Calloway County Health Department in cooperation with the Calloway
County' Medical Society will hold a
weight control class starting Feb. 27 at
the Health Center.
Births reported at the Murray •
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
William Taylor and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Joyce.

20 Years
Qr. Frank Steely' will be the guest
speaker at the meeting of the Murray
Branch of the American Association of
University Women to be held tonight in
the home economics building at Murray.
State College.

30 Years
"Congratulations are in order for the
Murray Street Department for removing practically all the reminders of the
big snow." from the column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by' James C.
Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Hoesch will
celebrate their golden wedding anniversary' on Feb. 18 with a basket dinner at Briensburg Schol auditorium.
Mrs. E. S. Diuguid. Jr., representing
the Alpha Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, will be chairman of the
Heart Fund Drive for Calloway County
this year.
Auburn Wells of Murray' State College will be the guest speaker at the
meeting of the Business and Profes-

sional Women's Club to be held Feb. 15
at the National Hotel.
Mrs. Joe Bailey was hostess for the
meeting of the Captain Wendell Oury.
Chapter of the 'Daughters of the
American Revolution held at her home.
In high school basketball games, New
Concord beat Kirksey, Almo beat
Wingo, Benton beat Murray High, and
Calvert City beat Murray Training.
High team scorers were Rowland for
New Concord, Suffer for Kirksey,
Lockhart for Almo. Wiman. for Wingo,
Castleberry for Benton. Lash for Murray High, Hamilton and Mcl,emore for
Calvert City, and Tucker and Waldrop
for Murray Training.

40 Years

Prices On the dark fired tobacco
Hendricks, Azier Sherfield. and George
market were higher this week. A top
Lawrence.
average of $8.25 was reported. Local
"Company' C. with three other Kenfloors are A. G. Outland, Growers, and
tucky companies, A, B, and 0, and
Farris.
Company E of Tennessee commanded
Deaths reported this week include I..
by Captain Conner,composed what was
C. Clinti Jones, 81, Davis infant boy.
known as King's Batallion. was made a
David Terhune, 95, and Edmund
part of the mounted infantry about the
Wilcox.
first of January 1862. When the army.
The Murray Boy Scouts have a
retired from Kentucky into Tennessee.
display of their work in the window of
King's Batallion participated in the
Ben Franklin 5 and 10 Cent Store on the
fight at Paris, Tennessee. About this
north side of the court square as a part
time King's Batallion was made a part
of the observance of National Boy Scout
of the First Confederate Cavalry RegiWeek.
ment under Col. Tom Claborn, who
Mary Sue Rose, eighth grade student
didn't suit us very well, so he was soon
at Almo High School and daughter of
removed and was succeeded in comMr. and Mrs. Cary Rose, will represent
mand by Col. Lay,
her school and Calloway County in the
"When Gen. Bragg led his army out
State Spelling Bee in Louisville April 17
of Mississippi into Kentucky, the First
and 18. She will be accompanied by two
Confederate Cavalry Regiment was atof her teachers, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
tached to his army, serving under hint
Baugh.
and the other generals who succeed him
Hal K. kingins, featherweight, Bud
in command of the Middle Tennessee
Harbin, welterweight, Phillip Matlock,
army, taking an active part in many
heaveyweight, and Ernest Farrow,
hard fought battles and campaigns.
flyweight, Murray State College, won
"In September, 1864, the remnants of
honors in the annual Golden Gloves
Companies A. B. C. and D were detachBoxing Tournament in Paducah last
ed from the Middle Tennessee army
week.
and ordered to report for duty' 'to
General Forrest who was then
operating in West Kentucky and Tennessee, serving under the dashing
cavalry leader until the close of the
For the first week since the opening
war. If my memory serves me right,
of the season of the Murray Tobacco
out of the original number, between 75
Market, it reached a general average
and 80 composing Co. C at the beginning
above $6 per hundred weight on the
of the war, there remained only seven
total sales.
who served all through to the close, as
Biggest story' of the week is the rain
follows: that started falling on the night of Feb.
"John Kelly, Arch McPherson,
8. continuing through the next day with
James C. Denham, and Mark Clark
a steady downpour, and on into the
were paroled, I think either in Alabama
night, bringing a measure of relief from
or South Carolina. and Marion Enoch.
the drought in Calloway County.
Enoch Arnold and myself were capA recent examination of the
tured and paroled at Columbus,
automobile records in the office of Mrs_
Mississippi.
Mary Neale, court clerk, brought the
-I have in a very brief way followed
highest commendation from representhe fortunes of Co. C. through the Civil
tatives of the state tax commission.
War as I remembered it. and I would be
Baptists from many counties in
glad to hear from others who can aid
Western Kentucky and Tennessee are
anything to the above history and
here this week to attend the annual Biespecially from the other companies
ble Institute at the Murray Baptist
named, as to their assignments and
Church. The entire program is built
where they were at the finish.
around missions.
'Trusting that these reminiscences of
The Rev. and Mrs. J. C. Rudd
war times of more than half a century'
celebrated their golden wedding anpast may be interesting to at least some
niversary on Feb. 8 at their home in
of your readers, and with kind regards
Almo.
to all. I remain, Respectfully. Ben F.
T. A. Sanford will be manager of the
Enoch, Member. Company C, tat KenCalloway County High School Basketlucky Cavalrymen."
ball Tournament to be held starting

A mattress similar to those to be
made in the cotton mattress project will
be placed on exhibit tomorrow in the
window of Diuguid's Furniture Store on
the north side of the court square. The
mattress was made by the County Extension staff and contains 50 pounds
long staple cotton and 10 yards best
quality ticking.
Marriages announced this week include Nelle Pace to Clyde Hendon on
Feb.8. •
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Russell McCracken
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Coye E.
Clarke.
Fred Broach, Doris Ezell, Vernon
Riley, Ann Barber, Rachel Morgan,
Clemmie Youngblood, Joe Edd Sledd,
Theron Russell, Charles H. Marine,
Harold Potts, Charles Beaman, Alton
Cain, LaVerne Edwards, Neva
Sanders, James H. Washer, and Pat
Carson are members of the annual staff
at Kirksey High School,
H. 0. Brandon has opened a general
store in Hazel.
Bill Jones of Murray will preach at
the West Fork Baptist Church on Sunday.

50 Years Ago

Feb. 19 in the new gymnasium at Murray High School.
Prof. A. B. Austin, dean of men at
Murray State Collegr. will be in charge
of the men's dormitory which opened
Feb. 2, according to an announcement
made in chapel by Dr. Rainey T. Wells.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Tolley on
Feb. 10.
Marriages announced this week include Miss Elizabeth Swann to Marvin
Parks on Feb. 4.
The American Automobile Association has announced the appointment of
Parker Brothers Garage here as the official AAA garage.
Dorothy Allbritten, J. R. Williams,
Harding Williams, Lubie McDaniel,
Mary Frances Miller, Reba Mae Key.
Mary Betty Patterson, Ardell Perkins,
Sara E. Overbey, Mildred Farris, Ruth
Weaks, and Mary Virginia Diuguid are
members of the annual staff at Murray
High School.
Murray Lumber Cornixfny has an ad
this week concerning their first anniversary as a business in Murray.

Sunday School
Lesson

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
It has been asserted that the only
thing we learn from history is that we
don't learn from history. The German
novelist Hermann Hesse put this point
more eloquently when he wrote:
The whole of world history' often
seems to me nothing more than a
picture book which portrays
humanity's most powerful and
senseless desire — the desire to
forget.
"Does not each generation," Hesse
asked in this passage from Journey to
the East i 19561, "by means of suppression, concealment and ridicule, efface
what the previous generation considered most important?"
Perhaps that is a question we must
leave history' to answer for us'

By H.C.Chiles
.1p,
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Questions Of Priority
Matthew. 22:15-32
The question of whether or not to pay
tribute to Caesar, which was raised by
the enemies of Christ, gave our Lord a
splendid opportunity to teach that
every person has obligations to God and
to the government under which he lives.
The Schemers
I. The Pharisees.
The Pharisees were the most strict
and orthodox sect of the Jews. They
were proud, exclusive, boastful of their
good deeds, strict adherents to traditional beliefs, and precise in their
religious worship. To them, the traditions of their fathers were more important than the divine revelation. They
hated Christ with satanic animosity.
2. The Herodians.
Essentially they were a political and
not a religious party', and in this respect
were the very opposite of the Pharisees.
Religiously they were skeptics. They
believed that the dominion of the
Romans over the Jews was just, and
that it was the duty of the latter to subInit to it.
3. The Sadducees.
They were the rationalists and
inaterialists of that day. In their

Bible Thought
I have planted Apollo's watered;
but God gave the increase. I Corinthians 3:6.
Our responsibility is only to plant
and water the seed of God's Word
in people's hearts, God always
brings forth the fruit!
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estimation there was no place for
repentance, faith or forgiveness. They
taught that the existence of angels and
a bodily' resurrection were illusions.
They denied the miracles, the resurrection of the physical body, and the reality of the judgment.
The Scheme Even though these three groups of
schemers were at great variance, they
met, exchanged ideas, and concocted a
clever scheme to lure Christ into selfincrimination. Their diabolical scheme
was to propound a question to Christ
that, regardless of how He might
answer it, would bring upon Him the
hatred of the populace or the punishment of the secular authorities. They
wanted to prove that He was disloyal to
His people because He advocated the
payment of tribute to Caesar, or that He
was a traitor to Caesar because He
recommended rebellion against taxation.
The Surprise
Seeing through their trickery and
duplicity, Christ turned to the
hypocritical questioners and said,
"Shew me the tribute money." They
brought to Hint a denarius, a coin which
the Jews used when paying their taxes
to the Roman government. He asked,
them whose image appeared on the
coin, and they replied. "Caesar's." By. '
using it they admitted their subjection,
to Caesar's government and their
obligation to pay the tribute which was •
demanded of-them.
Christ's
statement, "Render
therefore unto Caesar the things which .
are Caesar's and unto God the things
that are God's,- truly surprised and ,
shocked them. Thus Christ laid down ,
the rule that it is the duty of all to
acknowledge their obligations to God
and to human governments. Just as the
coin bore the image of Caesar and was
to be rendered unto him, so they bore
the image- of God and therefore were
under obligations to yield their lives unAnd that very thing they were refusing to do. Failure to perform one's
obligation to human government is
wrong. but denial of God's ownership
and failure to perform one's obligation
to Him is a far greater sin.
The Sadducees presented a test question to Christ which was basically
cynical. After telling them that they did'
not understand the Scriptures or the
power of God, Christ quoted from the
Old Testament which they revered and
which taught that God is the God of the
living, reminding them that the patriarchs named therein are alive.
to
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Land Between the Lakes
recently released its 1961
turkey hunting regulations,
and Kentucky hunters are in
for some changes. As
previously reported, biologists
there are stocking Missouri
turkeys into the northern third
of the TVA area. The stocking
area, north of U.S. Highway
68, will be closed to hunters for
at least two years to allow the
birds to multiply.
This means that the only
portion of LBL open to Kentucky hunters ( with resident
licenses) will be between U.S
68 and the Tennessee state.
tine. For a couple of months
1131.. officials have hinted that
they would take some action to
curb expected heavy hunting
pressure in this relatively
small area.
The new regulations spelled
out this action. The spring
turkey season will be April 817 and April 25-May 3. LBL
will issue 200 permits for each
• season (Kentucky portion,
and hunters will have to apply
by mail for a permit. They can
apply for one season only, and
if they aren't one of the lucky
200, they don't get to hunt this
spring in the Land Between
the lakes ( unless they buy a
Tennessee non-resident
license and hunt across the
state line).

Do Not Adopt
Wild Animals
Young animals should be
left in the wild. People who
pick them up in the mistaken
belief the fawns or other
young animals are orphaned
are subject to prosecution in
most states. Wild mothers,
such as deer, hide their young
fawns and move away to feed
and or rest, reducing the
young animals chances of being found by predators,
seldom are they abandoned or
orphaned.
In cases where the fawn is
actually known to be orphaned
- a car deer collison, for instance, the person should contact a game warden immediately and let the officer
attempt to capture the fawn.
Your officer for Calloway
Co. is Gerald Alexander
Phone 435-4548

I regret seeing LBL go to the
permit system on turkeys. I
understand the reasoning
behind the move ( controlling
hunter pressure), but I
disagree with their logic. Also,
I hate to see the permit precedent established: Stich habits
may be hard to break in corning seasons when the whole
area is opened back up.
To start with, I don't question the stocking program and
the closure of that area north
of U.S. 68. Hunters have been
crying for some action to boost
turkey populations, and now
that action has been taken. If
hunters are going to dance,
they have to pay the fiddler.
Payment in this case is
forfeiture of hunting rights
north of U.S. 68 for a couple of
years.
But the permit system? I
don't think the new
framework serves the best interests of all hunters, and I
think the new restrictions
could stand some altering.
Last year LBL filled out 700
free turkey licenses for Ken-

Bagley/Bass'n Gal
Florida Invitational

Quincy (FL) . . Lake
a 9,400 impoundment in
the Florida panhandle will be
the meeting place for the
Bagley/Bass'n Gal Florida Invitational on February 27-28.
The event will be the first stop
along the women's tournament circuit of the 1981 season
and will see more than 150
anglers representing some 20
states making their bid for the
Bass'n Gal Florida Championship.
Hosted by the Talquin
Hookers, an affiliated club of
the national Bass'n Gal
organization, the event will be
headquartered at the Talquin
Lodge in Quincy, Florida.
"The lake can produce some
big, big, bass and in February'
the bass begin moving onto the
grass flats to feed before going
to the beds," says Barbara
Wachter of Talquin. "Whether
this happens depends upon the
type winter we've had. If any
one spring period is to be rated
best, it's the last week in
February and the first in March. With a little luck, mainly

"wiesseasimil

Hooks Wheel
Alignment
Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service
410 N.4th
753-8364-753-6779
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tucky hunters. Assuming the
same number applies this
year and only 400 permits are
issued, 300 hunters will
automatically be on the outside looking in. And this is the
optimum situation.
In reality, probably 500
hunters will apply for the first
portion of the season. The first
portion is usually considered
best because the gobblers
haven't been called to or chased since the previous spring. If
500 hunters apply, less than
half will get permits. Of the
200 lucky ones, probably a
fourth won't use their permits.
( A lot of people every year fail
to use their deer permits.) Of
the remaining 150, I'd guess
that 100 will hunt only on opening day or the weekend, leaving some 50 hunters in the
area the remaining days of the
season. The area in question
can support more pressure
than this.
The second portion of the
hunt Apr. 25-May 3) won't be
in such demand by permit applicants. Many Kentucky

weather conditions, we could
have one of our best catches
"iver in a Bass'n Gal event."
The women will be aiming
for the first place prize of a
Ranger 330V hi-performance
bass boat, powered by a 115 hp
Mercury engine, equipped
with Lowrance electronic
equipment,a Motor-Guide trol
motor and Roadmaster
custom trailer, valued at over
$9,000. Cash and merchandise
prizes are guaranteed through
20th place with big bass each
day receving $100.
A ten-day layoff period proceeds the first day of practice
which begins February • 24,
with actual competition days
scheduled for the 27-28. Weighin begins at 3 PM each day at
Talquin !mtge.
Contenders are allowed to
weigh-in five bass per day
with bonus ounces given for
each fish weighed in alive. The
fish are then released back to
the lake alive. All. Bass'n Gal
events are run under strict
tournament rules and all contestants must be members of
the national organization.
Membership is $12 per year
which includes the usual
membership pack and six
issues of the organization's bimonthly publication. Entry
fee to the tournament is $50
and closing dates for entry
fees to the Bagley/Bass'n Gal
Florida- - Inviational is
February 13.
Interested women anglers
wishing additional information on the organization and
tournament circuit may contact Bass'n Gal, P. 0. Box
1666, Grand Prairie, Texas
75051 or by calling 214-2635967.

Open

hunters are now hunting in
Missouri each spring, and the
second portion of the LBL
season coincides exactly with
the Missouri season.
Everybody planning a
Missouri hunt will apply for
IEL's first portion, and this
should lead to a void and even
less hunting pressure the second portion.
Okay, sour grapes. What
would have been a better solution? I would have suggested
two alternatives. First, I
would have proposed that all
hunters get their chance, but
that they choose between the
first portion or the second.
This alternative was discussed by the LBL wildlife staff
and passed over in favor of
fewer hunters and better
,• , •
quality hunting. A second
EARLY SEASON CRAPPIE — Mils* Littrell, loft s.d Nelhort
Deorhog of tin Lyn. Greve Arise, hook Nem 71 creppi• Frew
alternative would have been to
20 to 25 It,.l water I. the Bleed River arms on Kontecky
Lake. This fish wore token within 4 Insert Friday, Fob. 6.
limit the number of hunters on
Photo Sy NWT Sorrow
opening day and weekends by
a permit drawing), but to
allow open hunting during the
weekdays. That's similar to a
system that Illinois has used
successfully in its turkey hunting program for years.
Finally, the turkeys in the
LBL belong to the public, and I
think hunters should have
I read a real interesting arti- why stripers rockfish) are
been polled to see if they
Stripers are also, because of within feeding range of
wanted the permit/drawing or cle in the last issue of the particularly susceptible to their large average size, easi- stripers.
American
Striped
Bass
vertical
jigging. They fre- ly detected by sensitive depa more lenient situation in
Unfortunately, locating a
.magazine and since we have quently suspend at in- thfinders.
terms of numbers of hunters.
Good flasher school of big stripers doesn't
some
big
stripes
rockfish
)
in
termediate depths over much models' readily reveal always fill
What I'm discussing here is
the live welt, but
strictly speculation and opi- Kentucky and Barkley lakes, I deeper water, especially dur- suspended fish in schools or odds for success
are
thought
you
might
like
to try ing extreme heat or cold con- singlely. Anglers
nion, mine versus those of
experienced multiplied if the angler can
LBL's wildlife staff. I feel they out some Of the ideas they ditions.
in the usiof a well made dep- rapidly place a lure on as
Stripers forage primarily on thfinder can even spot stripers many
could allow more hunting mention. So far most of these
striper noses in the
pressure without too serious a big stripes have been caught threadfin or gizzard shad. A in belly contact with the bot- shortest practical
time. Verbelow the darns in the fairly jigging or "structure" spoon tom.
decline in hunting quality.
Graph recording den- tical jigging permits fast and
Boiled down, I guess I Simp- swift water but I am sure like the Hopkins "shorty" thfinders, while more expen- thorough lure presentation
ly hate to see the controls. there are other places they functions as a perfect shad im- sive, are far easier to use.
and many times this makes a
This means that some people can be found if we learn how to itation. Many of the fish that
These factors, combined big difference.
. are checked for stomach con- with the unpredictable
who have hunted turkeys in fish for them.
feeding
When the weather breaks in
Until the recent and rapidly tents are. fairly bulging with habits of
the LBL for years will now be
stripers, make ver- our favor, lets go give 'em a
denied. Hunting spots and op- increasing interest in fresh- shad of almost identical pro- tical jigging the fastest, most try.
portunities are harder and water striped bass, vertical portion to this spoon plug.
efficient way to present a lure
Happy Fishing!
harder to come by. I hope that jigging was rarely used in
fresh-water
impoundmen
ts.
in two years, when the
Missouri birds are establish- There were a lot of us who jiged. LBL will once again open ged for crappie and fished
its doors and take all corners. minnows on another pole at
Then, if the quality of hunting the same time, but we didn't
gets bad. let the hunters ask know that we were "vertically
for regulations on themselves. jigging."
Westvaco Timber Products management which includes thoughtless, uncaring hanA few others have used this
and
hunting. diwork of but a few inmethod all along, mostly for Company recently issued a wildlife
white bass during summer general appeal to sportsmen, Westvaco, and many other dividuals, but rather a majoriand winter months. When the asking them to help stop the private landowners have ty, the era of uncontrolled,
big striper boom began on property damage caused by tolerated a great deal of and public hunting on private
lakes Kerr, Norman. Gaston unthinking hunters using increasing amounts of proper- lands appears to be rapidly
and lots of other tar heel honey Westvaco land, the Wildlife ty abuse, damage and van- coming to a close."
Institute dalism in past years and durholes, this method proved to Management
ing the 1980 hunting season. In
Westvaco asked for help in
be perfect for this big reports.
spite of freshly-built roads be- letting sportsmen know that
beautiful game fish.
Misuse of the privilege to
ing torn up by hunters' 4-wheel the company has,a ,serious
There are many reasons
hunt on private, industrial
drives, gates being ripped out, problem with vandals who call
lands is a growing problem, young pine plantations being themselves sportsmen. It sugaccording to Chester McConburned, and other assorted gests that hunters must first
nell, southeastern field
abuses, we issued over 3,500 police themselves. "Before
representative of the Wildlife free hunting permits for entering private lands.Management Institute. Mc- Westvaco lands in Kentucky, Westvaco said, "they must
Connell's region has 27 million
Tennessee, and Mississippi ask themselves - How would I
acres of timber industry land, during 1980. Additionally, want this land treated if it
most of which is open to many
we've leased lands to local belonged to me? - and those
types of outdoor recreation.
hunt clubs, provided free who observe abuses must help
Westvaco's problem was maps, helped local areas pro- themselves and their sport by
reported by public affairs
mote their hunting resources becoming involved. They
forester Casey Canonage :
and worked closely with state must turn in those who abuse
"Our company has done
wildlife agencies.
private lands or stand the
everything we know to be a
"However, thanks to the chance of losing their hunting
good neighbor and promote assorted abuses of what no opportunity because of the
truly multiple-use forest lon4er appears to be the acts of others.•'

Westvaco Appeals
To Sportsmen:

Ali rir

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

Kenlake Marina
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Key, Lovett
Lead Calloway

Hilltoppers Can Clinch Title

Racers Must Call
Western's Hand
In OVC Encounter

Lakers Win
Fourth In A
Row,78-58
By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
Perhaps the hottest, and
certainly the most improved,
7-12 team in the region,
Calloway County used a big
third quarter to turn back
Sedalia 78-58 Friday night.
The win was the fourth in
succession for the vastly improved Lakers.
We played a good second
half." Laker coach Chic Nute
said. -We speeded up the pace
of our offense and started to
get our fast break going. Once
we started running, our offense started to click."
Calloway outscored its
visitors 22-14 in the decisive
third period on the way to
building a 50-37 lead heading
into the final quarter.
The takers built leads of up
to 24 points in the fourth period
before settling for the final 20point margin.
"We have started to get
some overall team play in the
last few games,- Nute said.
"Everybody is looking for the
open man and that helps us to
score more easily."
Calloway had difficulty with
the Lions for the first two
periods. The Lakers edged into a 13-11 lead at the end of the
first period, mainly on the
scoring of Keith Lovett.
The sophomore center hit
for six first period points on
the way to racking up 21 on the
night.
- Sedalia tied the score at 21
momentarily, midway
through the second period, but
It was short-lived. Calloway
reeled off seven of the final
nine points of the quarter to
forge into a 28-23 halftime
edge. •
•
"We didn't play our best
game in the first half," Nute
said. "We were forcing the
ball and not being patient in
our offense."
The Lakers quickly mended
their ways in the second half.
-Dan Key led the 22-point third
stanza, pouring in eight of his
game-high 26 points.
The sophomore guard hit six
points in a row during one
stretch as Calloway built its
lead to 13 points at the end of
the quarter.
"Dan has started to show
some good leadership," Note
said. "He just took over in the
second half. He came through
when we needed the points and
also played some good
defense."
Another highlight of the
Laker evening was the play of
- _guard Brad Miller Usually
content to score a couple of
baskets and dish off for an
assist or two. Miller erupted

for 12 points in Friday night's
contest.
"We told Brad that he needed to penetrate more often,"
Nute explained."He needed to
get involved more in our offense. Tonight he took the ball
to the hole. This was by far his
best game of the season."
Probably even more important than the play of Key,
Lovett or Miller was the
overall free throw shooting
displayed by the Lakers.
Calloway hit 30 of 36 charity
tosses, including 14 of 15 in the
final period, for an 84 percent
mark. That total marked the
sixth straight game that the
Lakers have outscored -their
opponents from the free throw
line.
"We work hard on our free
throw shooting," Note said.
"We had double sessions on
our free throw shooting this
week in practice and it seems
to have paid off."
The Lakers also hit well
from the field, connecting on
24 of 45 field goals for 53 percent. The good Calloway
defense limited Sedalia to hitting just 37 percent of its shots,
on 21 of 56 shots from the floor.
According to Nute, the key
to the recent Laker success
has been the total commitment to team play exhibited
by his squad.
"Whenever we win, it takes
a total team effort," Nute
said. "When it tomes down to
an individual, we are in trouble. But if we can play
together as a team, we won't
have any problems."
Key led all scorers with his
26 points. The junior guard
also contributed six assists
and nine rebounds to the
Calloway attack.
Lovett added 21 points and
seven rebounds and Miller
chipped in with his 12.
"Marty McCuiston may
have only scored one point,"
Nute said, "but he made quite
a difference for us. He was
sick when we played Sedalia
the first time. Tonight he was
healthy and he got us 11 important rebounds."
Sedalia defeated the Lakers
60-57 in an earlier encounter.
Calloway returns to action
Tuesday night, entertaining
Wingo.
Calloway Comity 1781 — Dan Key 8 11)10 26, Keith Lovett 9 3-3 21. Jeff Garrison
33.69. Brad Miller 2 8-9 12; Bryan Tettbetts 0.60. Craig Darnell 2 3-4 7; Ricky
Houston 00-0 0, Marty McCuiston 0 1-2 1.
Barry Al br itton 0 2-2 2 24 30-36 78.
Sedalia I hi — Joe Ben Pritchard 3 711.13. Steve Lamb 6 3-5 is. Kenny Davidson 3 0-0 6, Richard Rose 2 2-3 6. Keith
Mason 3 2-08, Timmy Garland 0 2-2 2.
John ktatheral 00430. Kent Iambi 0-0 2.
Danny McClure 2 0-0 4. Randall Allen 1
0-02 21 16'2758
Calloway County
13 15 22 28 -.78
Sedalia
11 12 14 21 -- 58

Mray Ledger & Times

WARMING UP FOR 26 POINTS - Calloway County guard Dan Key (23) leads the
Lakers to a 22-point third quarter on the way to a 78-58 win over Sedalia last night.
Staff Photos Bs Steve Becker
'rut

By DAVIS)HIBBITIN
Sports Editor
The cards have been dealed,
and Western Kentucky is staring right at Murray State
waiting to see if the Racers
can call the Hilltoppers' rights
to the regular season Ohio
Valley Conference championship,
Murray will get its final
chance to thwart the Hilltoppers when the two teams face
each other in Bowling Green
tonight at 7:30 p.m., as
Western can assure itself of
hosting the OVC tournament
by defeating the Racers.
As Ron Greene has had to
accept each time his teams
have faced Western through
his third year as the MSU
coach, the Racers must find a
way to match Western's crunching inside power with his
team's quickness.
The Racers' record against
the Hilltoppers during that
time has been 3-3, and Greene
must be hoping those wins
work in cycles.
In his first year at Murray,
the Racers earned their only
two conference wins over
Western, 67-65 and 66-64. But
last year, the Hilltoppers
showed that turnabout is fair
play as they handed the
Racers their only -three OVC
losses,68-48, 56-55 and 54-51.
"Anytime we - have our
backs to the ball, we have to
play well," Greene said. "I
hope it would be our turn this
year.
"The roles were reversed a
year ago. We were sitting in
the catbirds' seat when the
Racers could have assured
themselves of hosting the OVC
tournament). I wish they
would be that generous."
The Racers got back a
measure of compensation for

Calloway
Will Host
Tournament

•

LOOKING TO THE BASELINE - Laker guard Craig Darnell (15) passes to a waiting

Calloway player inside.

those losses when they had to
have a win over Western
earlier this season, pulling out
the first in its line of homespun
miracles, a 59-57 overtime
decision.
Now, however, the Racers'
backs are against the wall
once again, and all Greene can
hope is that his team was saving something for Western
when it was blasted by Middle
Tennessee Thursday night, 6753.
"Coach Greene will have his
team ready," WKU coach
Clem Haskins warned. "His
team is cornered, and it will
be ready. Murray still has a
chance to tie or even win the
conference.
"I just hope we will be able
to put the pressure on them
and not give them any easy
layups. We intend to go to McCormick (center Craig) and
Wilson iTony)."
While Western's depth has
grown stronger through the
season, McCormick and
Wilson are still the two central
fibers in a lineup that has been
able to turn more frequently to
different players.
After averages of 15.2 points
an 6.9 rebounds for McCormick and Wilson's second
leading figures of 14.6 and 6.1,
forward Percy White has been
the added force for the Hilltoppers inside, averaging 8.6
points and 5.1 rebounds.
The same threesome has
been picking up the high
percentage shots inside as
they have connected for 58.1,
53.2 and 52.9 percent, respectively.
"Their physical size can
dominate a game," Greene
said. "I would think that we
will have to change up on them
and not let them do what they
want. We have to keep them
out of the middle.

Calloway County will host a
postseason Middle School
tournament, beginning next
Monday and consisting of five
teams.
Murray and Calloway will
play a girls game at 5:10 p.m.
on Monday to open the tournament, with the boys teams
from the same schools immediately following. Benton
and North Marshall will play a
girls game after WeiAt 5:30 p.m. on Thursday,
the Murray-Calloway winner
plays South Marshall in a girls
game. At 7:15, the North Marshall and Benton boys Will
play. South Marshall then
meets the. Murray-Calloway
winner.

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880

******************************t

game last Thursday, and
Bruins Coach Larry Brown
has instructed Holton to keep
on shooting.
"It's just a matter of concentration," Holton said.
"I've been trying to focus on
relaxing, just going out and
playing, having some fun."
Second-ranked
Oregon
State, meanwhile, took a
hiatus from the Pac 10 today,
leaving the West Coast for the
first time this season to play
St. John's at Nassau Coliseum
in Uniondale, N.Y., on na
tional television.
In other afternoon games involving ranked teams, it was
Clemson
at top-ranked
Virginia, fourth-ranked Louisiana State at Georgia, Duke
at No. 17 Wake Forest, Northwest at 14th-ranked Iowa
and 20th-ranked Indiana at
Wisconsin. At night, thirdranked DePaul plays at
Evansville, and Alabama is at
No. 11 Kentucky.
St. John's Coach Lou
Carnesecca was not par-

ticularly pleased at having to
face the Beavers at the Coliseum rather than Alumni
Hall, Where the Redrnen normally play their home games.
"There's no homecourt advantage in us playing out
there at all," Carnesecca said.
"We haven't played or practiced this seasok at Nassau
Coliseum, and like I've always
said, the fans can't play ball. I
wish they could."
Virginia, 21-0, supplanted
Oregon State as the nation's
top-ranked team early this
month,and the Cavaliers put a
26-game winning streak on the
line against Clemson.
"We realize there are risks
involved in being No.1,"
highscoring Virginia guard
Jeff lamp said."We've learned that everybody we play is
going to throw their best game
at us, but that's the way it
should be.
"The close games we've had
lately have taught us one thing
- all of us would -rather go
through the season unbeaten

than lose a game and have to
start over from there," Lamp
said.
In Friday night's action,
Princeton took a half-game
lead in the Ivy League with a
55-44 victory over Dartmouth
that gave the Tigers a 6-0 conference mark. Steve Mills topped Princeton with 14 points,
and Randy Melville and Craig
Robinson added 12 each.
Penn defeated Harvard 7363 Friday night behind the 17
points of Kenny Hall, and the
two teams were tied for second behind Princeton, both at
5-1.
John Maclin scored 21 points
and helped Montana State
clinch a berth in the Big Sky
tournament with a 60-57 victory over Weber State that
gave the league-leading Bobcats a 9-1 record.
In the Pacific Coast Athletic
Pepperdine
Association,
scored a 102-99 overtime vic
t6ry Vier San Francisco, an
upset victor earlier this year
over Notre Dame.
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The Murray State-Western
Kentucky women's game will
precede the men's game at
5:15 p.m.

it makes
a difference
in power bills

Wulk Does Not Want To Press.Sun Devils'Luck
route.
said he could not overlook the
Arizona State defeated importance of staying close to
UCLA 78-74 on Jan. 16 in triple the Beavers in the conference.
overtime, and the Sun Devils
"Being just a game behind
take a 19-2 record into the Oregon State ( in the loss colteams' second meeting. Their umn), it's imperative that we
record includes double- keep winning to keep pace
overtime victories over because we play them the last
Washington State and Califor- game of the season ( on March
nia and a single overtime win 71," Wulk said. Oregon State
over New Mexico early in the handed Wulk his only conseason.
ference loss of the season, 71The Sun Devils took an 11-1 67, on Jan. 3.
conference mark into the
Arizona State's. 7-foot
UCLA game, second only to center. Alton Lister,.scored 22
Oregon State's 13-0, and Wulk points and had 12 rebounds to
help beat UCI.A last month,
'4*****************************t but Wulk said the Bruins
would be riding high today.
For all your Travel Reservations Call
"UCLA has a lot of momentum coming off the Notre
Dame win last week (51-50, at
Notre Dame)," Wulk said, adding: "The obvious. Pauley
Pavilion homecourt advantage also will be evident."
UCLA
guard
Michael
.represenhnq
is Holton, who was averaging only etrdr shots a game,scored 24
American ard International Travatime
points to help UCLA, now 16-3,
beat Arizona 90-79 in its last

sirs

The Human
Element-,

UCLA Tries To Avenge 78-74 Loss In 3 Overtimes

By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
The last time Arizona State
and UCl.A met, they played
three overtimes, and Sun
Devils basketball Coach Ned
Wulk does not want to press
his luck.
"Fortunately, we've survived eight overtime penods so
far this year," said Wulk, who
took his fifth-ranked Sun
Devils into Pauley Pavilion
against the eighth-ranked
Bruins tcsiay. "I would not like
to try my luck again over that

OWN

-That has been a problem
since they have had this
group. They have always had
a power-based team.
"We hope to use our
quickness and be active. We
need to try and keep them
moving.
"Different people pick them
up. They have excellent depth."
Indeed, Western did get its
best game of the season from
guard Mike Reese in its 62-59
win over Austin Peay
Thursday night.
Reese had season highs of 20
points and six rebounds, also a
team high, while reserve
guard Kenny Ellis added 10
points during the win over
Austin Peay.
The Hilltoppers are in a
position to clinch the regular
season OVC title tonight only
because they were saved by
Austin Peay guard Andrew
Burton's missed free throw
with four seconds left in the
game.
The Governors had held a
59-58 lead as late as with 55
seconds remaining, but EWs
slipped inside for a followup
and a 60-59 lead before Burton's misfortune.
• "We played well enough to
win at Austin Peay," Haskins
said, "but we did not handle
the fullcourt pressure very
well.
"I think we can handle it
against Murray if we just
carry out our assignments and
do not try to force the ball.
"This is a big one for us. It
means a lot to us to wrap up
the conference championship,
but. Murray can make it
tougher for us."

A lot of company? You cook more, you burn more
lights; you use more hot water. You're using more elec-

tricity.
A new baby in the house'? You're probably keeping
your home warmer than before; you're using the washer
and dryer more. You're using more electricity.
In short, more people in a house usually means more
electricity used, and the individual habits of each person
also makes a difference. Opening and closing outside
doors. Taking long showers or letting hot water floocl
down the drain while shaving. Forgetting to turn off lights
and appliances.
All of this adds up. It's called the human element. Anci
it does make a big difference in power bills.

..1

TV4
West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray-Mayfield

153-5012

.
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Lakers Bounce Back For 43-42 Win

Calloway Girls Hold Off Overtime Threat
By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer

off an overtime
by Sedalia, the

Holding

threat

Calloway County girls basketball team got back on the win-

track after two straight
losses, defeating the Lions 4342 Friday night.
The Lakers held a commanding 31-21 lead heading into
the final period, but could not
hold their advantage. Sedalia
outscored Calloway 17-7 in the
fourth quarter to force the
overtime.
Lanett Yates' jumper from
the free throw line with one second left on the clock tied the
game at 38 and forced the ex-.
tra period.
"We were still confident going into the overtime,''
Calloway head coach David
Elliott said. We played a little too cautious in the fourth
quarter. We were passing up
shots that we had been hitting
earlier.
ning
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"We knew that if we forced
our offense in the overtime
period that we would have a
chance to win it. That's why I
was so confident."
Dana Hoke tossed in three
points and Rachael Lamb added a basket to provide the difference for Calloway in the
overtime quarter.
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SCRAPPING FOR THE BALL — Calloway County guard Angie Futrell (15) battles a
Sedalia player for this loose ball while Rachael Lamb (43), watches. Futrell and Lamb
led the takers'scoring with eight points apiece.
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•'1 felt that the key to the
game was the way our defense
came through in the second
half,- Elliott said. "Coach Orr
suggested that we go with a
quick defense in the second
half, using our press to force
turnovers, and it worked out
well for us.
"Our press became our offense in the second half. We
scored a lot of points off of it
from steals and turnovers."
The Lakers stole the ball
from Sedalia almost at will
while building up a 10-point
lead several tunes in the third
quarter. Patty Doyle's five
points led Calloway in the
period.
"Patty Doyle did a great job
tonight," Elliott said. "She
held the other team's leading
scorer to just two points in the
first three quarters. When she
contributes seven points like
she did tonight, it really helps
us.
"Angie Futrell did a super
job of penetrating tonight.
Dana Hoke and Ladona Overby also did a fine job at the
guard position. Whenever we
get good play from our
guards, we usually win."
Overby led the Laker scoring attack with 11 points, most
of them from long range.
Lamb and Futrell added eight
points apiece and Dana Hoke

Griffith Has His Season High With 38

Portland Hits Season High With 143 Points
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"We went right back to setting up ow offense in the overtime,'' Elliott explained.'The
girls did a good job of setting
up screens and blocks, and
Dana and Rachael hit the big
shots for us"
Using six opening period
points from Ladona Overby,
the Lakers jumped out to an
11-5 lead at the end of the first
quarter.
Balanced scoring and an effective Calloway defense
enabled the Lakers to maintain a 22-17 lead at the half.
Dana Hoke hit two baskets in
the quarter to pace Calloway.
"We held a meeting before
the game and decided that the
Lone Oak game was behind
us,- Elliott said. "We decided
that there were a lot of teams
left on our schedule that we
could play with. Our whole
team was fired up coming into
this one."
The Lakers outscored
Sedalia 9-4 in the third quarter
to built up an apparently insurmountable 10-point advantage, 31-21, heading into the
final period.
The visitors staged a furious
rally in the fourth quarter,
outscoring Calloway 17-7 to tie
the score at the end of
regulaton at 38-38 and set the
stage for the dramatic Laker
overtime performance.

By The Associated Press
The sharpshooting Portland
Trail Blazers hit their season
high with 143 points Friday
night.
If you think that was good,
you should have seen what the
Denver Nuggets did.
"I know it sounds comical,
but we won it on defense,"
said Denver Coach Doug Moe
after his team piled up 162
points en route to the highest
scoring game of the National
Association
Basketball
season.
The combined point total of
305 not only represented the
most by two NBA teams this
year, but Denver's 162 was
also a single-team high and
wiped out two club records as
well. The Nuggets' previous
high in the NBA was 151
points, and the previous best
in the history of the franchise,
which started in the American
Basketball Association, was
156.
But Moe insisted it was his
pressure defense that turned
the game into a rout. The Nuggets forced 16 turnovers by
Portland in the first half,
while committing just three
court errors themselves. So
even though the Blazers shot
61 percent from the floor in the
half, they trailed 81-61 at intermission and never got back in
the game.
"The defense won it for us,"
Moe said. -Gondo (Glen Gondrezick) and T.R. ( Dunn)
were just out of sight in the second quarter." Gondrezick
made four steals in the second
quarter, converting them into
nine points.
"That has to be a first —
they (Portland ) shoot 61 percent in the half and are down
20," added Moe.
In other NBA action, it was
Washington 104, Philadelphia
102; Utah 104, Boston 89; Los
Angeles 114, Houston 105;
Kansas City 113, Atlanta 96;
New Jersey 103, Indiana 100;
New York 120, Detroit 102;
Phoenix 110, San biego 94 and
Golden State • 110, Milwaukee
106.
David Thompson scored 30
points and Ken Higgs, Kiki

Vandeweghe and Alex English
each added 20 or more to pace
the awesome Denver offense.
Billy McKinney, Cedric Hordges and Glen Gondrezick
were also in double figures for
the Nuggets.
Calvin Natt and Billy Ray
Bates came off the Portland
bench to lead the Blazers in
scoring with 23 and 20 points,
respectively.
Few teams this season have
scored 40 points in any
quarter, but the Nuggets did it
in three quarters and scored
39 in the other.
Bullets 104, 76ers 102
Kevin Grevey scored 29
points as Washington rallied
to defeat Philadelphia and end
its 22-game home-court victory string.
Washington trailed 101-96
with 2:57 remaining before
scoring eight of the game's
last nine points. Grevey was
instrumental in the rally and
actually scored the winning
points with two free throws
that gave the Bullets a 104-102
lead.
Julius Erving led the 76ers
with 21 points.
"The fellows were asking
what we had to do to win this
game," said Bullets Coach
Gene Shue. "I told them we've
got to play hard the last three
minutes. They did."
Jazz 104, Celtics 89
Darrell Griffith and Adrian
Dantley combined for 73
points as Utah defeated
Boston. The Celtics played the
final quarter without their
leading scorer,- Larry- Bird,
who, along with Utah's Allan
Bristow, was ejected at the
end of the third quarter for
fighting.
Griffith had 38 points, a
career high, and Dantley 35
for the game.
Despite his early departure,
Bird led Boston with 25 points.
Robert Parish finished with 17
for the losers.
Lakers 114, Rockets 105

• Jamaal Wilkes scored two
crucial baskets and fat a key
free throw in the final minutes
to lead Los Angeles • over
Houston. The tense contest
was tied 13 times in the second

Service Department
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half and seven times in the
final period, the last at 105-105
with 2:30 remaining when
Wilkes, who finished with 28
points, combined with Norm
Nixon, Mike Cooper and Eddie
Jordan to hold the Rockets off.
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar led
Los Angeles with 30 points
while Moses Malone paced the
losers with 29.

A basket by Birdsong at the
7:54 mark put the Kings ahead
to stay, 96-95. Dan Roundfield
paced Atlanta with 23 points
and John Drew added 19.
Nets 103, Pacers 100

Maurice Lucas' three-point
play with 15 seconds remaining broke a 99-99 tie and triggered New Jersey past Indiana. Lucas finished as the
game's high scorer with 31
points while Cliff Robinson
and Darwin Cook added 19
each.

Kings.113, Hawks 106

Phil Ford scored 33 points
and Otis Birdsong added 29 to
power Kansas City past Atlanta. Ford has led Kansas City in
scoring in 13 of its last 20
games.

Billy /(night had 22,for the
Pacers, who lost to the Nets

for the first time in six
meetings. Johnny Davis
followed with 19 for Indiana.
Knicks 120, Pistons 102

Sly Williams scored a
careerhigh 27 points and
guards Michael Ray Richardson and Mike Glenn each collected 22 to lead New York
over Detroit. It was the
seventh straight victory for
the hot Knicks, who got off
quickly and never lost the
lead.
Suns 110, Clippers 94
Guards Dennis Johnson and
Walter Davis paired for 37

High School Basketball Scores

NBA Standings

By The Associated Preys
Friday's Games
Boys
Allen Co 52. Cumberland Coil
Bardstown 79, Washington Co 63
Bellevue 61, Campbell('o59
Bethlehem 86. St Romuald 68
Berea 104, Corbin 88
Boone Co 80, Covington Holy Cross 47
Boyd Co 71, East Carter 61
Bracken Co 54, Augusta 52
Breclunralge Co 90, Whiten:ode Trimly 70
Bailiff Cent 74, Spencer Co 52
Bullitt E is. West Anderson 50
Burnside 76,Shopville 54
CALLOWAY 711, Sedalia $8
Casey Co $0, Adair Co 17
Cawood 63. Bell Co $2
Central City 69, McLean Co 62
Christian Co 92, S Hopkins 85
Clark Co 63, Franklin Co 57
Clay Co 97. Knox Cent 70
Clinton Co 76, Metcalf Co 52
Cloverport 70. Potter Christian 62
Conner 63, Beechwood 61
Can Cath 69, Alex Brossart 58
-Demrng58, Richmond Ntodet 47- Elizabethtown 59, Fort Knox 56 OT
Eminence 66. N. Bailin 62
Erlanger I Joyd 69. Ludlow 59
Estill Co 60. Bath Co 55
Fordsville 77. Providence66
It Than Highlands 58,Scott 51
Frankfort 81, Nicholas Co 70
Garrard Co 70, Madison Cent 61
Glasgow it, Warren Cent 68
GraistCo 57, Henry Co 55
Grayson Co 56. Hancock Co 55
Green Co 63, La Rue Co 57
Harlan 71. Pineville $4
Harrison Co 68, Montgomery Co 59
Harrodsburg 70, Mercer Co 60
Hazard 46,34 6' Napier 44
Henderson Co el, Owensboro Ca th 61
Hopkinso he 64, Union Co61
Jackson Co 77, liockeastle CO 60
Jessamine('0 9.4, Bourbon ('0 76
Johnson Cent 58. Maysville $5
Kingsport 13obyns, Tenn 64, 1 ou
Moore 54
Leslie Co 45, Fleming-Neon 11
Lex Bryan Station 77,Shelby Cora
ten Henry Clay 101, Ashland 73
Len Lafayette 51,Somerset 48 rOT
lex Totes Creek 67. 1)ann de 52
lex Sayre 91, Nancy 71
lame 0.5 66, Syinsoais 49
1,cou Ballard 74, Imo Senaca67
lou Elishop David 86 Lou Stuart 71
Lou Butler 70, DeSales 60
Lou Central 98,
'
,cordate 60
I on Eastern 66, Fern Creek 57
Ion Iroquois 66. lam Southern SI
I,,',, Stan.'116, Inu Westport 69
1 cui';Pleasure Ridge 74, Meade Cc, 71

By The Associated Press
Facarni Conference
Athantic
W
L
Pct, GB
Phdadeiphia
19 Ii
817
Bodon
46 14
767
3
New York
37 22
11
Wastungton
39 31
.413 at
New Jerwy
17 14
279 32o,
Caudal Maim
Mila-aukee
43 16
Indiana
31 37
557 10
Claw°
30 31)
50D 13's
Cleveland
37 r
.371 21
Atlanta
21 33
356 27
Debut
14 43
226
Western Canferenre
4tkhrest Dion
San Antonio
39 21
t30
Kansas (Ity
29 32
475
Hou.slon
18 31
475
Utah
24 37393
Denver
23 39
Ilalias
8 51
136
Pad& InvIsim
Phoenix
47 16
246
am -1--Ion Aag,
—39-- -20
Goiden State
30 31
517 Ibis
• m3
Pirtland
79 31
Seattle
448 HP;
26 32
San Dingo
24 35
401
Friday's Gimes
New York 120, Detroit 92
New Jersey on, Indiana 100
Washuigton 104, Ftuladelpha 116
Kamm (Si 113. Atlanta 106
Golden State 110. Masmukee 106
Ins Angeles 114, Houston 105
Utah 104. Boston 93
Denver l62, Portland 143
Proem 110, San Diego 94
Saturday's Games
Ccolden State at (leyeland
Washington at Detroit
San Antonio at Dahl.
Seattle at (Neap.
Milwaukee a Houston

NHL Standings
Rs The Assimilated Pres
Campbell Conferenre
Patrick Wham
W L T GF
N.Y Islanders
34 15 9 261
Philadelphia
31 16 9 V.1
CabiarY
26 20 11 217
Wiedirglon
19 23 14 197
N Y Rangers
21 116 9 215
Smythe Invinton
St NAILS
31 12 11 251
Chicago
14 8 225
Vancouver
21 19 16 re
Colorado
17 18 10 We
Edninnton
17 79 9 217
6 * 16 175
Waren%
Wale. Cauderenre
Nana DM.=
I
Angelre
32 17 9 2*
Montreal
32 18 7 Zb
htlatargh
19 a 1 • SR
I retort
16 31 12 176
Hartfor I
15 V 14 212
She... Mika
Buffalo
31 10 17 ZO
Mrnareal
17 14 191
Bastnn
24 12 10 218
Quebec
17 V 13 36
Tormin
18 39 10 219
Friday's fine
Quebec 4. Edmonton 2
SModn's Gomm
listford a htunewita
Plaladelphe a Detnat
Buffalo at (Weary
Wallington at Slontreal
St Dear al NV' Lskinclers
Yanentaer
PIttphillth'
New York Rangers a Thing°
Chimp at Chian&
Roman at 1 or Angeles

GA Pts
192 7
170 71
Irk 61
3/19 52
M1 51
192
223
196
133
233
VP

Lou St Xavier $52. Lou Atherton 46
Lou Thos Jefferson 59. I ou Doss 45
Lou Trimly 71, Lou Waugener 71
Madison 63. Parish()
Marion Co 62. Boyle Co 45
MMI 65, Williamstown 50
Mullins 75, lawrence Co 56
Newport 69, Covington Holmes 61
N. Hardin 73, Nelson Coil
Oldham Co 76, Carroll Co 18
Oneida Baptist 99. Barbourville 59
Owen Co64, Trimble Co 58
Owsley CD 75, Jackson 63
Paducah Tillghman 78, Carlisle Co fa
Paintswille 55. Prestonsburg 18
Pendleton Co 94. Fleming Co 63
Pulaski Co 92, Powell Co 45
Raceland 76, Oregon('0 63
Richmond Madison 63. Paris 60
Russell 68, University Breck 13
Russell Co 72, lAncoln Co 58
Russellville 58. Barren Co 55
Scott Co 66, Woodford Co 61
Silver Gnne 66. Coy latm 60
Simon Kenton 84. Dime HeigMs 57
Taylor CO 71.E. Hardin 67
T.5Jr
ark ii' TiiiNE18
Trlgg Co Mk Caldwell Con 160T1
Virne IS. Elkhorn City 61
Walton-Verona 47, Dayton 33
Warren E 62. Edmonson Co 59
West Carter 70, Belfry 66
Whilesburg 77, Dace Combs69
Williamsburg 79. Lynn Camp 5,5
Wolfe Co 71, Corolla 60
Girls Games
Angela Merin 19, Pleasure Ridge 23
Barren ('0 53, Russellville 37
Beth Haven 13, Christian Academy 18
Bullitt Central 38,Spencer Co 37
Bullitt East 62, West Anderson 11
Caldwell Co. II, Trigg Cc 41
CALLOWAY CO 43,Sedalia 41
(lay Co 61, Knox Central 40
Darless Co 69, Greenville 14
Deming 49, Model 37
Ft Knox 39, Elizabethtown 30
Gamaliel 75. Lewisburg 58
Henderson Co 61,Owensboro C'eth 32
Italy Rosary 55, Stuart 32
Johnson Central 54, Pikeville 50
Johnson Central 54, Pikeville 50
Lincoln Co 57, Russell Co 49,531,
Irm Bellard 57. Lou Seneca 15
Ina Buller 59, Lou Assumption 52
I au Fairdale 53, Richmond Madison 51
lcu Manual 86,14u Westport 60
1.00 Southern 68, 14u Iroquois 43
lax Tho Jellerson 61, Lou Doss 5-;
Marion Co 62, Boyle Co 55
McDowell 76, Rowan Co 74
Owensboro 64, LOU Durrett 21
Trimble l'o 48. Owen Co 36
Virgo.IS. Elkhorn(It, 61
Williamsburg 38. I .y nn Camp 36

Sports In Brief
TENNIS
BOCA RATON. Fla.
- Bjorn Bore
withdrew hem the 3360,393 Peps Grand
Slam beoause it an nines, and was replaced
in the forman field by Viii,tertian.,
The opening semifinal match in Mach
Fkirg sas to play GiaUerrno VD.S,, wan
postponed betaine at rain lhe tornarnent
also melodies John McEnroe and Brian
Teacher
OAKLAND,('alit AP
Anikea Jaeger
rallied to defeat She Barker at Great Britain
3.6. 60. 6.1 and abase to the sena:finals of
dr flACCO Avon Champonstaps of (ado.-ma tennis tournament
Jaeger will fare Australian Wendy Tienbull, a 7.6. 74 worrier over Mina Jammer of
Yugoslavia
Vireos Wade at Great Britain and Beth
No-ton, who both advanced to the serrafmaks
week, will square
with octanes garbs in
if in tie otter match
GOLF
HONOLULU 1API - Nick Fable at
1-}gland tasted five Ines in a rout and
finagled widi a lOssidereor 62 aid dr
second-meld lead in the 1:325.0110 Hawaiian
Open gortotinarnerg.
Faldo, who has a 39-hole total at
isider-par. Net Be tarnarnent record at the
6.881-yard Waular Cointry Club cure and
mastered the best sreire of the year on the
Professorial Golfers Assonabon tor
Beare laddre. one at five min who shared
de fest-round lead had three eagle' bit
day and
played errabcally the res of
dropped back with a 70 and a rwirund total
at 136. Dere eagles in a angle road
bebeved to be a PGA tar record
Two strokes if the lead at 134 were Tom
Watson. defending champion Andy Bean,
Hale Irwin and Eirlre Douglas,
ST PFTERSTilltC, Fla AP , JoAnne
Carrier fired a landerpar 69 to take a 1stroke lead over .Arnelo Ronr after the Ltra
mud of Ow 5100.0110 IIGA 54,31(lasso
Dot Gemout Janet Coles, Sandra Haynie
Und Becky Pearson were [bed for thud place
at 71
Ill_i,Ii
Hendon Ndierniah
TORONTO AP
become the first mon to crack the wx-worsd
banner in the molar 50-yard hard. as he
Toronto
was clocked on 5W ere& at
Star Maple I rad linlireGainwo
Nehenialis tale fettered die 601 war,
clani he set earlier this year not mar, broke
his own meet rend of 6.64, set in 152'

73
44
58
47
46

By The associated Poen
BASEBALL
American League
BA 1.T I MORE 0111111.1-S
Annoimeed that Cal Riplien Jr , third baseman.
and Dallas Williams, outfielder, agreed
I,, me-year contracts
CHICAGO WHITE SOX
Signed
lamarr Hoyt, pitcher, to a one-sear l'Ofl•
tract
(1F.VE I ANT)INDIANS Announced
that Jerry Ilybzinski. infielder, had
agreed to terms for the 1981 season
National League
CIOCAGO CUBS
Announced that
Mike Krakow. pitcher had agreed to a
oneyear contract
ECKITBALL
National Football League
DENVER BRONCOS
Signed Mark
Merrill and Melvin land. linebackers
and Harry thorn, wide receiver
GREEN BAY PACKFILS - Signed
I arry Vernon, kicker

NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS
Assigned John notoriety* to work in
research and development with their
i'moaner Senores Department Named
Tom Yellow offensive backfield coach
PHILADELPHIA F.AG 1 FS
Signed
Eddie Hicks and Steve Powell, running
backs. Phil Farris and Stan Webster.
wide receivers. Steve Erwninger
quarterback. and .11m, Imam:du. offensive tackle
SAN DIF7C.1) CHARGERS
Signed
Wy all Henderson and Dwight Scales,
wide receivers. Norman Allbritton.(' I.
Whittington and Michel Quientela.
defnuive backs. Stanley Howell, nom
ng back, and Fred Gaines, cornerbac-k
Caseates Fmotball League
MONTREAL Al AltiETTES
Placer/
Dickle Hams,cornerback, an waiver,
COLLEGE
FORDRAM -- Named Dave Scarpinn
offensive coordinator and Dick Paladin°
defensive coordinator

wt.*

z•••t•-•

goes up for two of her team -

over Sedalia.

and Doyle evenly split 14
points as Calloway improved
its record to 4-10.
"In the games that we have
Elliott
won,"
said,
"everybody has chipped in six
or eight points. When you have
good, balanced scoring like we
did tonight, it shows good ball
movement and that people are
working to get open."
Doyle pulled down eight rebounds to lead Calloway in
that department. Futrell and

added seven and six
boards, respectively.

Lamb

The Lakers travel to Fulton
County Tuesday night.
Callaway County 1431 - Dana Hoke 3
1-1 7 , Jena Hoke 0040. Flueliael Iamb 4
0-IS. Mare) Miller 000 O. Patty Doyle 2
3-51. Beth Hooks02-5 2. Angie Futrell 1
2-3 8. Vicky Haughton 0 0-0 0. Ladona.
Overby 5 1-2 11 17 9-17 43
Sedalia 1421- Johnna Metuan 2 1-3 5
Candy Tucker 1 4-4 6. Kelly Thomas 3 1-2
7, Lanell Yates 3 00 6, Joann lamb O 11 15 Debbie Lamb 0000 1414-3942
Calloway County
11 II 9 7 5 - 4.1
12 417 4-42
Redalla

Allison Is Favorite
To Win Daytona 500
DAYTONA

BEACH,

Fla.

Allison is the
overwhelming favorite to win
the Daytona 500 stock car race
Sunday. But his protege from
Hueytown, Ala., Neil Bonnett,
says he's conceding nothing to
his former mentor.
"I'd just like to be in a position to give him a hand signal
when he looks in his mirror,"
said Bonnett in assessing .the
role he'd like to play in the
23rd running of NASCAR's
most prestigious event. "That
would make things very interesting."
The 43-year-old Allison,
whose sleek Pontiac LeMans
has been uncatchable all
week, will start the $780,000
event as the polesitter. Bonnett, nine years his junior, will
take the green flag imAP)- Bobby

mediately behind Allison in
third position.
"I could stay with him,"
said Bonnett of his secondplace finish when Allison captured one of the twin 125-mile
qualifying races Thursday ,at
Daytona International Speedway.

See or Coll

Ed West
At

ss

By The A nociated Pres,
EAST
Brown 43. Cornell 12
F•airleigh ekt nson 92, er mint .8
Penn 72, Harvard 63
Princeton 35. Dartmouth 44
St Joseph's, Mame 68. Cast!elan St 64
U S Int•I 68. Fairfield 59
Yale 76. Columbia 65
SOUT11
Florida AkM 87.S Carol!. SZ 56(17
N Carolina AkT 71. Bethune.( nolunao

1(11,<T, la. 85. Toupin ay 80
M11)1119UT
Beloit 72, Coe 68
(Iacono St 107, NE Illinois 811
Washburn 68, Pittsburg St 18
9450 rrinv .rs1
Texas latheran 73. F Texas Baptist 7:
FAR wise
chicost 45. Sacramento St 61
Coll of Idaho 47.F. Oregon 13
E Washington 94, W a'ashiruton 71
Montana 79, Idaho St. 62
Montana 1ll 00, Weber St. 57
North Dakota 69, N Colorado 67
N Montana 91, Rocky Mountain 75
Pepperchne 102,San F nmcisco 99,(0
' San Francisco& 71, Cal-Dmts64

Parker Ford

New or Used
Cars or Trucks
"Yoe'll Be
Dollars Ahead
If You
Deal With id"
Otfle• 753-5273

Nome 753-30$4

Fish'n
Chios

$199
. '

'.11r

Save 50c

College Scores

Transactions
TI
67
16
41
41

# i.

mos r

Warriors 110, Bucks 106

Lloyd Free scored 18 of his
28 points in the second half to
lead Golden State over
Milwaukee. Bernard King and
Joe Barry Carroll added 23
points each for the Warriors,
who broke the Bucks' fourgame winning streak. The
Bucks were led by Marques
Johnson with 26 points.

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

X--

111S/All

points -- 25 of them in the first
half — as Phoenix defeated
San Diego. The victory,
Phoenix's sixth in a row, was
also the Suns' 10th straight at
home and fifth in five games
against San Diego this season.

ANGIE FUTRELL ft

leading eight points in the Lakers' 43-42 overtime win

•3 Delicious Fish Fillets
-Golden Brown French Fries
•2Southern-Style Hush Puppies

LSUN.,

MON., TUES.,
& WED.

Captain D's
seafood & hamburgers
...like you like it!
Murray, Ky

it
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SCOUTING'S

=711s:Annw R5ARy
F E B.8th THRU 14th

Today's Scouts, Tomorrow's Men

Who are the Scouts of
yesterday and today' How
does being a Scout affect
their lives'
A:cording
to
Bill
Hilkourt author of the of-

ficial Boy Scout Handbook,
naturalist and a World
Scouter, Scouts of today are
American boys who before
long will be American men
Hillcourt says Scouting is

important to Amenca and to
the boy who becomes a Scout
as it helps him to become a
citizen of fine character,
physically strong, mentally
awake and morally straight

as well as providing him
with fellowship and fun
Fun to go hiking and camping with a friend Fun to
swim, dive or paddle a
canoe, to wield an ax and
follow the footsteps of the
pioneers who led the way
through the wilderness Fun
to stare into the glowing
embers of a campfire and
dream of the wonders of the
life in store for them
Scouting, according to the
author, is a way of life to
grow
into
responsible
manhood and learn to be of
service to others by using the
Scout Oath and the Scout
Law as their guides tc
citizenship.
The Scout motto is "Be
Prepared" — prepared to
take care of themselves and
to help people in need The
Scout slogan is -Do a Good
Turn Daily." which combined with the motto spells out
the Scout's ability and willingness to serve
To become a Boy Scout one
must be 10,2 years of age
and has completed the fifth
grade or be 11 years old but
has not reached his 18th birthday.
He must find a Scout troop
near his home and must
know the rules of Scouting
and the signs of a Scout.
If ahoy is 8 or older, he can
be a member of the younger
branch of the Boy Scouts of
America, Cub Scouting.
As a Scout a boy learns
many things that will be
valuable to him for the rest
of his life As he learns heapplies his knowledge and
works toward skill awards
and merit badges.
He learns about nature
and camping — how to pitch
a tent, take care of a camp,
start a fire without matches,

cook complete meals over
campfires, how to read a
compass, to identify birds,
poisonous snakes, edible
plants, how to give emergency treatment, and many
other lessons one must know
for survival in the
wilderness.
Physical and mental
fitness is part of a Scout's
routine. He also studies
citizenship in the community, nation, and the world.
Competing in sporting
events and practicing sportsmanship is important ir
Scouting. He may study the
weather and the stars and
learn the Morse Code. There
are few areas in living that
Scouts do not touch on during
their training.
As a boy stays in Scouting
he may climb to the Scouts'
highest degree, Eagle Scout.
The requirements are difficult, and less than 1 percent of all registered in the
Scouting program reach the
rank of Eagle
Hillcourt says once a boy
is a Scout, he is always a
Scout. As an adult when ho
Boy Scout or Explorer day'
are over, he may keep close
association with Scouting by
becoming a Scouter — a
leader of a Cub Scout pact, a
Boy Scout troop, or an Explorer unil.
He tray offer his services
as a member of the troop
committee that backs the active Scouters in his area, or
he may become a member of
a committee working for
Scouting in his local district
or council.
If a man is dedicated to
Scouting he may make it his
lifework as a professional
member of the Boy Scouts of
America.

Cub Scouting For Families

L..

Scouting
Helps Us All
Boy Scouts are always finding ways to make our world
a better one. Supporting
them is our contribution to
their successful achievements.

-ler gilt.

Cub Scouting is not merely
for boys ages 8 through 10,
but it is the Scout program
where parents, members of
the families, and friends
become actively involved.
It is in this program for
younger boys that many a
mother has earned her
- merit'. badge as den
mother or an Akela, as any
Cub Scout leader is called
after the wise old wolf of
Rudyard Kiplling.s "Jungle
Book"
To Cubs, Akela is a parent.
guardian, teacher, or any
adult who guides the boys on
the road to fun, adventure
and development into a
young man
From the time a youngster
triaes his first promise "To
do my Best- until he crosses
the Webelos bridge to a
Scout troop, he depends on
the giudance enthusiasm,
and active participation of
the Akela in the Cub Scout
program
Before a Cub Scout can advance he must complete two
types of projects: 12 Wolf
achievements to earn his
Wolf badge and 10 elective
projects for each arrow
point
Included in achievements
are feats of skill study of the
flag, health, home and community, tools, collections,
conservation, safety, family
and religious activities, and
the use of books
A boy does not have to wait
until he completes all of his
achievements before he is
recognized for his work On
the completion of any three
achievements, he may be
awarded a Progress Toward
Ranks badge, a leather
thong, and a gold bead Each
time he completes three
more achievements he may
receive another bead
Over 100 arrowheads may
be collected through the
electives of learning secret
codes, dramatics, handicrafts, how to use foot
power, and family alertness,
participation in games and
sports, studying cooking,
outings, fishing, pets. birds,
drawing, Indians. gardening, machinery, and making
model boats and kites
Purpose of the Cub Scout
program of the Boy Scouts of
America is to influence the

development of character
and encourage spiritual
growth, develop habits and
attitudes of good citizenship;
encourage good sportsmanship and pride in growing
strong in mind and body; improve understanding within
the family, strengthen the
ability to get along with
other boys and respect of
other people, foster a sense
of personal achievement by
developing new interests and
skills, show how to be
helpful and do one's best,
provide fun and exciting newthings to do, and prepare
them to become Scouts

A Tribute
To
Our Boy Scouts
When Lord Robert Baden-Powell,
the Englishman, conveived the idea
of the Boy Scouts and later our own
American, Dan Beard,furthered and
promoted the idea here, neither,
we suspect, ever dreamed what
world wide fountains of Youth he
was putting in action! Today the
Boy Scouts are the flower of young
manhood in every quarter of the
globe. Their deeds are legion. Their
clean, manly characters shine forth
from their scrubbed faces and the
trim uniforms they wear. How very
proud we fathers and mothers of
Boy Scouts should be! Their merit
badges are a symbol of sincerity,
eagerness to serve and pride in
their organization. God bless them
all. Theyll be leaders tomorrow!

1

PEOPLESiBANK
MURRAY

KY.

Member FDIC

-

Va

A
Fie

A Scout Is...
Trustworthy, Loyal, Helpful, Friendly, Courteous, Kind, Reverent, Clean, Cheerful, Thrifty,
Brave and Obedient
This week, the Boy Scouts celebrate their 70th Anniversary. You can bet they're proud of their
record_and justifiably so. Since its founding, this organization has helped American boys become
men, through its program of building character and providing wholesome activities for growing
youngsters.

We salute an outstanding group of boys!

West Ky. Rural Eledric
Cooperative Corporation
753-5012

Murray-Mayfield

2121
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***** ***
Let
'
s Hear
For Our

Scouting
Helps Us All

Scouts
* The Boy Scouts have got something to smile
about and deserve our recognition Boosting
brotherhood helps us all..,and more than that
builds character. We ore proud

Boy Scouts are always
finding ways to make
our world a better one.
Supporting them is our
contribution to their successful achievements.

Miierray Ledger & Times
Aiming High

Bankof
Murray

/
-`7,4
A Scout learns to develop his skills,
to become aware of his capacities
... and to try his best at anything

Nte'

he attempts.

PARKER FORD
701 Main 753-5273

...the better life

Our Scouts!

Boys Carving
A Future •••
...That's wt-)at Scouting is all
about It helps a boy build
character, form strong
ideals and become a concemed, and caring adult.
Boy scouting means
growth Support IV

Boy Scouts build the characters of its
members... and they, in turn, build
a better and stronger America for all of us.
We proudly salute all the young
Scouts and their dedicated leaders.

A better tomorrow is
being brought to us
by the Boy Scouts and
their leaders . . Our
thanks and appreciation for all their efforts.

***
Murray
Electric
System

UDI PURDOM

4

II0
ICT••
tog

753-5312

111*1

.
Penny Rd. --- 753-4926

SHOPPE
'We Hove A Burning Desire To Please"'
Olympic Plaza, Murray,Ky.•753-4150

,.. EA
A'
Field

Ilia

Or A'
Float

SPORTING GOODS

Ant ghe

*

THE LARGEST & MOST COMPLETE
CHILDREN'S STORE IN MURRAY
te')
Bel-Air Shopping

S

..eadder

Center

753-1795

Clinic Pharmacy
Free Deeirery

753-10711

75.3-4302

little seafood place.

/ER.

_

With The
Personal
Touch!

Look for the Big Orange Sign
222 So. 12th nu the roar)

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
1201 Main Murray, Ky

P N. HIRSCH
CO.
-977

511 Nit Niew It

r 11_j
'-'.

41

153-4132

•—niv plant

D

516 Main
753-6067

Bel-Air
Center

900 Coldwater Rd.

Majestic House

Steak•Pizza
Trenholm's Restaurant
N. 12th Olympic Plaza

Murray's Fanuly Restaurant
1206 Chestnut

We're Proud
Of Our Scout's

Foodaima

Neeiaril Coy 1. John Sisnters,(Isom

753-15U

e
vil

763-1660

Pieri imports

Phone
753-8322

Bel-Air center

MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO STORE
\.,..Cf_49

753-2•17

AUDI-MAZDA

753-9383

Murray Appliance Co.

-

CARROLL V.W. INC.
800 Chinitnei

Storey ic

753-0511

Hours 5 a.m.-2 p.m

Family Shoe Store

Hwy.
641 N.

102 Chestnut

Man's World
Complete Men's & Women's Hair Styling '

759-1630

Serving West Kentucky In
Witty Shoos at Popular Moos

7

753-1646

JIM RDA MS

Shop Our
Northside or
Southside Store

HOME FEDERAL

I&

We Salute The "Scouts"

Chestnut Street

Dixieland Center

World of Sound

Olympic,
Plaza

Lindsey s Jewelers
114 S. PS

'

Quality Work Since 1131

Captain D's
A,
k'''.,,,, Agreat
212 E. Main St.

Miry.% I.

„

door
"The Exciting Gift Center„

Freed Cotham Co.

The Prescription Specialist

Ill N. 12th, Murray

We Cut Boy Scouts
Hair Too,

Congratulations on 71 Years of
Building America's Leaders

-the-green

-

Good Scouts Ride A Yamaha
75°317

it t
l
igb

,f-4,.1
-

—Hair
Designing
Studio
753-0882
.
:
"7
-DIXIELAND CENTER
--

Town & Country ulnae

maoo

"Z.' GARDEN

,-A
—
--,.

HEAD ,
LINES '--

F TIV
NTER,005

Bel Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-5005

501 S. 12th --- 753-4111

F REPLACE

•'en,,fleil Customer, ire Our
limn Con,Yrn
1406 West Illaie----75
41-15315

•

Murray Cablevision

Triangle Inn

Vanderbilt Chemical Co.

Old-Pontiac-Cadillac

lit/19.
„

KIKOPPERUD
<

REALTY

m

'Ieloyelese Ile Teed Term r. w'

Holton & Melugin
Insurance Agency

7S3-1222

711 Main

208 Main

163-3415

,

••••••1,
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ROBERTSON SCHOOL WINNERS - ,nners of the "I Love To Read book mark and
book jacket competition at Robertson Elementary School are, from left, first rot, Penny Joyce White, first grade. Poppie McCarty, first; Stacy McMillen, second: and Cory
Vance, first. Back row, from left, Boyd Hainsworth, first; Catherine Hurt, first: Douglas
Payne, second; Sara Thompson. second: and Tanya Nichols, second. Graham Norwood, second place, is not pictured. Films were shown about February people and
events. As each student left the auditorium, a Valentine's Day card with "I Love You"
written on it was given to each child in the school.

Happy

Valentine's
Eric,
Thank you for a
great 2 years! I
love you!
Forever yours,
Dorothy

n.7'Happy Valentines'
Day, Mom and Dad
Nance.
Your Children

tOWIPANKIVitioHappy Valentine's rtA,
- Day Danny
A special Valentine's Day to our
three grank-hildren
Burkeen,
Jamie
Emily Black, and
Jennifer Burkeen
‘>; from Granddad and
Granny Burkeen.

CARTER SCHOOL WINNERS - Librarian Ann Watson is shown with winners of the "1
Love To Read- writing competition at Carter Elementary School. From left, first row,
are Jeff English, third grade: Micah Pharris, third; Gene Cook, third; Eric Erskine, fourth;
And Heather Hagood, fourth. Back row, from left, are Renae Rogers, third; Vicki
Woods, third; Shawn Wedhorn, fourth; lames T. Nance, fourth; and Jon Muehleman,
fourth The book,"Superfudge" by Judy Blume, was voted the favorite book.

Students Turn To Love Of
Reading On Valentine's Day
On Valentine's Da when
thoughts turn to love, school
students turn their thoughts of
love to reading. Sponsored annually by the Kentucky State.
Department of Education "I
'Love To Read" day is
celebrated on Valentine's Day
and teachers across the state
plan activities to promote
reading for enjoyment.
At Murray Middle School
teachers are planning a variety of book report projects.
Fifth grade teacher Linda
Emerson has reading groups
making
and
buttons
bookmarks •which illustrate
books in addition to- dressing
as. favorite characters and
presenting skits of favorite
books.
'Friday the 13th ', is the
theme of fifth grade teacher
Lanette Hunt's classroom
reading activities. Her

students are having a
Superstition Spectacular.
They are reading about
superstitions, writing poems,
performing skits, making projects, and of course, having a
magic show.
Fifth grade teacher Faye

Charles Wolford
To Be Celebrant
At Masses

The Rev. Charles Wolford
will be celebrant at the
masses at 6:30 p.m. today arid
at and 11 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
on Sunday,. Feb. 15, at St.
Leo's Catholic Church.
The visiting celebrant
'
is
from Christ the King Parish at
Madisonville. The church
pastor, the Bee. Martin Mattingly. is the'team priest atthe
Marriage Encounter Weekend
'being conducted at Kentucky
Dam Village.
Religion classes for
preschool through adults will
be at 9;30 a.m. on Sunday.. .
Weekend mas.ses will be at
6:15 a.m. on Monday', 430
Baptist Men's Day will be p.m. on fuesday and Wednesobserved .. on Sunday. Feb. 15, day, 10 a.m. on,Thursday. and
at the First Baptist Church, 2 p.m. on Friday.
Marvin Harris, Dan Shipley.
Harry Weatherly, and Kenneth Carson will be the
speakers at the 7 p.m.services
on Sunday.
.
The Men's Choir, directed
by Wayne Halley, minister of
music, with Joan Bowker as
The Memorial Baptist
organist and Allene Knight as Church will hear the pastor.
pianist, will sing at the even- the Rev. Dr. Jerrell Whit)•
ing hour. Porter Holland will speak on -Peace and Covent
give the invocation. Karl ment- with scripture from
Hussung and Bobby Malone Phil. 4:9-17 at the 10:50 aro
will sing a duet, "Grace service on Sunday, Feb. 15.
Greater Than All Our Sins."
Lester Garland will serve as
At the 10:45 a.m, service the deacon of the week. The
WhitDr.
Bill
the
Rev.
pastor,
Children's sermon
will
taker, will speak on "What's A' precede the service.
Man to Do"''
Special music will be
Dr. Thomas Hogancamp, presented with Milton
deacon of the week, and Jack Gresham as niinister of music
Wagar will assist in the ser- and youth. Margaret Wilkins
vices.
is organist and Michael
. Randy and Vicki Sorrow will Wilkins as pianist.
sing a duet. The Church Choir
At the 7 p.m. service the
will sing "Rise Up,0 Men of pastor will conduct the Bible
God.7
• study on Philippians 4.
Sunday School will be at 930
Volunteer nursery workers
a.m. and Church Traning at 6 will be Don Slayter. 1.alkinna
p.m.
Slayter. and Mary Graves.
The Missions Night Out with
Church Teaching with
as
Hodge
Dr. and Mrs. Wayne
Ralph Bogard as director will
p.m.
speakers will be at 6
be at 940 am and Church
tonight Saturday) at the Training with Glenn Hale as
Fellowship Hall. This will be a director Will be at 6 p.m., both
potluck supper
on Sunday.

Baptist Men's
Day To Be
Observed At Church

Memorial Baptist
To Hear Rev.
Jerrell White

Beyer knows "the world loves
a parade." Her students are
constructing display boxes illustrating books which will be
used to form a parade. Other
students will be invited to the
"Book Bowl Parade" featuring hosts announcing a short
synopsis of each book as the
display comes into view.
Eighth grade math students
will get to measure their
reading rate per minute using
computer's Which have been
programmed
Jane
by
Blankenship and student
teacher Michelle Roberts.
Eighth grade English students
will return to he reading
pleasures of their childhood by
viewing Dr. Seuss films.
Discussions following the
films will center on human
values and environmental
issues according to student
teacher Nita Baugh.
elementary
Murray
students are taking part in a
number of contests. At
Robertson, librarian Willie
larless and art teacher Ginn
Piech are helping first and second graders to make
bookmarks and book jackets.
Winners will be announced at
an assembly Friday morning.
Carter librarian Ann Watson
has coordinated a writing
competition using the. theme
"I Love To Read because...".
Winners will be awarded
prizes during a special
assembly at that school also.

Regular Services
Slated At
Grace Baptist
Regular services will be
held at the Grace Baptist
Church. 617 South Ninth
Street, Murray; with the Rev.
R. )1. Burpoe, minister, as
speaker at 10:45 a.m. and 5:30
p.m. on Sunday. Feb:.15.
The Church Choir, directed
by Leland Peeler with Dwane
Jones as organist and Terry
Downey as pianist, wil sing
"Going Home" at the morning
hour.
Sunday School with Dan
Billington as superintendent
will heat 945 a.m.
Nursery workers will be
Carolyn Caldwell, Lorene
Smith, Rachel Rickman, and
Clovis Jones. For bus information, persons may call Don
Hale at 753-1063.

,-„,----..,--;-----..4.--, w---,----N
Great Granddaddy.
1 & Granny, to the
'
best great grand.
' parents in the ,
.i 4 world!
Happy
, 1 Valentine's Day!
Love, Scotty
••,:

Kathie,
Thank you for
another year of
patience and love.
Keith

Happy Valentine's
Day to all our
girlfriends: Ellen,
Kim,
Allison,
Kristy,
Laurie,
Dana, Jennifer and
.so•
Justin
and Jason

A

lAtfi
.

r-

e• •

.

To my Daddy, Grandparents, Aunts,
Uncles and Cousins
I Love You A Lot!
Jessica

L

Valentine greetings
to Mrs. Ola Burkeen
from her 22 grand- ,
children and 16 '‘
grand- ^

1.1111010111*.
ear Jan, Iv
I want the whole world 1101
to know I love you, so I'll
have
to
scurry!
ap Everywhere I go, New
lito York. New
Orleans, 4
1111
*Baltimore, even here
e John
Myriroavy!,
mak

416
qf
ter I'll make every
day
Valentine's

Happy Valentine's
Day To A Very
Special Person
Love
41S
ci
Y
fappy
7

2
.1,
41,1.fh
.
e towels may
7.1.11. not match but
the hospitality is
genuine.

Valentine's Day,
Yenessa
Love, Mom & Dad

01111191.
itMb will

i
..

— Bobby,
I love you! Happy
Valentine's Day!
Love, Marcey

fib
a
011
PP'm

11p

Dorothy,
Know our love
will endure. The oddition of our son
can only add to the
bonds that are
iP !ready so strong.
Your love,
Eric

d
To my main 4
Shirley,
Renee,
Greg and Shannon.
Happy Valentine's
Par.
Relus Jackson

7.1

I lore you and
that's forever.
Always, B.H.

.4

/110
"Rebel"Once in a lifetime fitto those who are or
lucky,
a miracle dm
•
happens
and mj
dreams all come
true. I know it can%
happen - it happened to me - for I
\found that once in a
lifetime with you.
Happy Valentine's
Day to the one
t r who
uiy
has
"decorated
my
ft'olife."
I Love You,

*
1
0

.71
Cii,t)"

DC'C

ACI

AtiA
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Happy Valentine's
Day Daphne and
Monica Turner.
Love. Stephanie

Happy Valentine's
Day to a great boss

MR. A
Iron, your family
at the
M.L .1LT.

Lots of love on ':'•-•
__. Valentine's Day Ma
..: and Pa.
Love Ricky
S. Jimmy ;.•

Nappy
Day James and
\ Stephanie.
lots, Vickie /a,
)•4,

(

.

AYAINDAS:

igtolikt
(
**.A•Sik)-4‘

To the best Mom'
evert You always I.
help us out of a fix!
Cindy, am.,
and Gingerz-1

rrHappy
Valen:
tine's Day to a
' wonderful father
'•. and husband.
With all our love,
Doris and Chris

I lon D.J. end my
Denny Bear.
Love, Stephanie

'" Be My Valentine! I 1
love you!
LL _Honey limy

mFAIINIFV10*
:""*1304b LC44
7
4:ctii.

Happy Valentine's
Day to a very
special teacher Ann

Valentine
Mrs. John
her nine
and lour
children.

COff
From your 3 yeti!'

Emily Down Black
wishes a Happy
Valentine's Day to
her great great
grandmother Lois
Black.

greetings to
Workman from
grandchildren
great gran-

old morning class

AL- folb .1608iNtat,
-,
Gery-%
9
Nappy Velem '
thm's Day! I love
et yea very mach,
lock!
, •••
‘.1.1.
.SA
taalbiA
l'11$4019,,,F-c4f,,W

My beantifidwife, Denise, I will
always love you,
Happy
•
Valentine's Dayl
Nebort E.
111141/4V.
91
T0:

From Pete
and Penny

itts*VAit

Happy
Valentine's Day Chad
Baker.

Nana and Grandpa
Bob, Happy Valentine's Day

Karen,
Remember Moth- 0
er loves you. Happy *
Valentine's Day!
-.:..
Love, Mom 4
f:;.)

Love Mom
and Dad

A
lic‘.091
-431;<4)42;

-41tr4WAHlh,
Happy Valentine's
Day from Chad B
to all my Grandparents.

liekb* MO)41trabliatigt

One,
'r Dearest
Through

416igir

the
years, in smiles and
tears, every day in
tig every way, I love
xtb.1 yes,
fel

tf)

Jamie and Jennifer
Burkeen wish a
Happy Valentine's
Day to their great
great grandmother
Cooper
Lottie
•ichie.

sonii oeset4>
1I6
rim

Nappy Valen\CII
tine's Day! With all
my love,
Devblemint

V?
Carylim, A
special
Sweet *:
L.
7, Boort, I kve jeol
Rick
r

a

4

n

rivArg11;

Vo

Happy Valentine's
Day to Sean and
Kyle Wilkins in
Frankfort from their
friends in Murray
and Calloway Count/.

To Rodney and4lis Two
AssociatesTiaras I or making even
the lard times good.
"12"

ofaal____
dtt,
V-et
tIOAP-WV-1<f0V
,
47641fra
0r
/Happy Birthday to qPV
our Valentine, Brad
Hole.
Love, Mom, Dad,
Jason & Tiffany
-

ValFfSkelr.-%
$rnIi111tpllP,to
la,

[Gory,
Happy Volestine's Day! We love
you very much!
Mama, Glenda,
& Rodney

Mike, I Love you!
Happy •Valentine's
Day'

"Mg ba"
You Are
My No. 1

To: Bill
Thanks for being
you!
Love, Babe

kip
The last two
years have been
the best. Happy
Valentine's Day
Joyce

CHC Jr.You fill my life
with music. Happy
Valentine's Day.
Debbie

:i
Granny McDougal
Happy Valentine's
Day! We love you.
From Greed kids
J

77".4.11771
,

"
iN1 •
•

At/AIM

rlIN

f"
.

•

Jerrie,
Happy Valentine's Day, I love
youl
Gone

1#4.'
itiglig•
"%k
ill
, Dandles.
Raw
Opes pow eyes and ya
will see a package and
a yellow ribbon I have for
OR thee! I hope it is as pretty
Ore_
op as the one in the lint
valentine you sent to me!
love. Joan

Happy Valentine's
Day To: Nancy,
Larry, Barry, Beni',
Mamma
Dolly,
Dolly, Bill, Juanita,
I. Billy. We love toe

.41reAvifibuff4;
aw

1 Grandmas', Hippy
Valentine's Day! I love
you very much!
Your Grandson,
Jayson

:AIit*41)4b CAN

Happy
Valen-C
tine's Day! From
your girls: Alyson,
tit Lindsay, and
‘•••• Mommy
1110-WKW-VIKeiVIret
L7Hi, Eva Dell and i
Charles! Happy
Valentine's Day!
Love, Alyson
& Lindsay
141
.
)

dir Happy Valentine's
Day Grandmother ,&
and Granddaddy.
it, Love Ricky 8. Jimmy
_
11°4418NPVI•Cfei-iik 411.111411.114
/0
'IV Steve,
Our
life
togetherisaImy
dreams Come
true! Happy
Valentine's Day!
Love,Barba
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HEALTH
Food doesn't cause gout

- --

Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB
Could
you please tell me something
about gout' All of a sudden I
had this red, inflamed place
on top of my left foot like a
bursitis attack Fever and
swelling went into my right
ankle I could hardly walk I
understand gout is caused by
an abnormally high uric acid
count in the blood
If this is caused by eating
sweets rich or fatty foods. I'd
like to know I thought I was
eating a very reasonable and
sensible balanced diet Or is
this disease hereditary' What
can be done for it"
DEAR READER
Gout is
caused by an elevated uric
acid It is elevated for one of
two reasons - your cells produce too much uric acid or
your kidneys do not eliminate
enough uric acid when your
blood is being filtered
Gout is not caused by what
you eat If you are born with
the characteristics to develop
gout, you may do so regardless of what you eat That old

idea that it Was from rich food
has gone by the wayside since
we developed a better understanding of gout The uric acid
is a byproduct of your own
cell regeneration mechanism
You can be skinny and get the
gout
That is why modern treatment is mostly directed
toward increasing the elimination of uric acid through the
kidneys or decreasing the
amount of uric acid your cells
produce with such medicines
as Zyloprim The classic gout
diet limited purines. This is
discussed in my new issue of
The Health Letter number 1610. Gout, The Uric Acid
Disease, which 11 am sending
you. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me, in care
of this newspaper, P.O Box
1551. Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
1 have had a lot of questions
from readers about the gout
diet Since limiting ourines

-

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
6 Mouths
ACROSS
7 Side by side
1 Separate
Answer to Friday's Puzzle
8 North Ameri5 - a plea
paIlli
T
can country
8 Hurl
I
5• 0
12 Toward shel- 9 Ditiseed
IC
A
10 Withered
ter
A
C0
11 Pairs
13 Macaw
a SA
A
A
19 State Abbr
14 Again
I •
21 insects
15 Athletic
23 Galas
group
16 Equality
24 Footlike part
A •
17 Roman tyrant 25 Before
A
26 Sea eagle
18 Specimen
I
A
27 Delivered
20 Lessens
A
22 Babylonian 28 Ocean
A •
29 Bitter vetch
deity
E
30 Posed
23 Escaped
32 Coin
21 Equal
35 Plagues
27 Lets go
39 Barracuda
43 Challenge
31 Transgress 36 Balanced
40 Girl's name 44 Short racket
32 Apportions 38 Tantalum
41 Fine powder 45 Birds home
Symbol
33 Time period
42 Girl s name 48 Paddle
34 Guard
2 3 4
7
10
38 Time gone by
37 Finishes
12
113
38 Preposition
IS
IS
39 Staid
42 Young lady
I.
21
46 Positive
47 Brown kiwi
49 Surfeit
50 Otherwise
51 Jug handle
52 God of love
53 Makes lace
54 And
55 Hollow
DOWN
1 Strokes
47
2 Appellation
of Athena
3 Bore
4 Mood
54
5 Ness

•

•

s

•.

WI-W DO SOME OF US
6E
VALENTINES
WHILE OTHERS 6ET MORE
THAN THEY CAN COUNT?

IT SEEMS TO BE
ALMOST A MYSTERY_

TNE CAt4CA,
FOR?

(source of uric acid) in Use diet
is of very limited value, the
main thrust today is to limit
calories (avoid crash diets as
they can cause an acute
attack), limit fats and follow a
diet designed to prevent heart
and vascular disease which is
more frequent in patients
with gout
DEAR DR LAMB
What
is the specific reason for emptying the bowel tract prior to
surgery, regardless of where
the surgery is to be performed
on the body' Is it a pre-surgery procedure or does it help
the recovery process'
DEAR READER - In the
first place. it is not always
done before surgery It does
make a difference what surgery is planned. As a case in
point, it is not done before a
tonsillectomy. But it is commonly done if the surgery
involves the abdomen or
abdominal muscles or if it is
major surgery.
If you are having an incision in the abdominal wall or
pelvic area, you may be more
comfortable not having to
have a bowel movement
immediately after surgery If
you are not eating and the
bowel is empty at surgery it
may not be necessary. for a
while. A good example here
would be in a hernia operation If a person bears down
with an incision that is only a
few hours old, it might not
heal as well.
Then, many medicines used
to relieve pain are constipating. Finally, if there should be
any reason to work in the
abdominal Cavity, it is better
to have an empty colon. Of
course, if the bowel is to be
operated on the surgeon may
want to give antibiotics or
"sterilize the bowel" before
surgery as well

"It is the lot of man to
suffer. it is also his fortune
to forget.- -- Benjamin
Disraeli.
Today's explosive slam
venture produced quite a
shock for declarer and the
viewing audience. Played in
the world championship
match between the United
States and Italy, the audience saw only the unusual
result
- 'Little did they know that
a bit of forgetfulness came

'01J'RE RIGHT, CHARLIE
BROWN...IT SEEMS TO
BE A /1W5TER`(...

TI-4IS 15 THE DAY
I GO TO VISIT
HOSPITALIZED
VETERANS

ra
pe: tovoit
elm ie.

0.41

ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19i
A problem with a friend or a
money situation will be resolved by day's end. Family
members who are depressed
will perk up later.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20
You may have some reservations about a career matter.
Some checking of facts will
ease your mind. Close ties
may surpnse you.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
You could be nervous about
a job matter. Money worries
press on you too. Ingenuity
though brings you the right
solutions.
CANCER
1 June 21 to July 22)
A date may have to be
cancelled, but the alternative
plan will prove to be quite
pleasant. Vary your routine
for interesting times.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22 I 41244k
You could be nervous about
a romantic situation. Some
time by yourself relieves anxiety. Listen to the ideas of
close ties.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 toSept.22)
Don't let romantic concerns
interfere with work concentration. Right now you tend to
worry too much. Friends are
helpful.
LIBRA
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22( Sudden expenses could crop

gre-A

SCORPIO
Oct. Z3 to Nov. 21)
You may be caught offguard
now by others' behavior. The
unexpected though will get
you in touch with your own
origmahly.
10
.0
SAGITTARIUS
0
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) "
Expect some mix-ups with
appointments. You needn't
fear the worst if a romantic
meeting has to be changed or
cancelled. Be trusting.
CAPRICORN
I Dec. 22 to Jan. 191 V
You may be uncertain about
your feelings in love. Attending a party together though
helps to relieve your doubts.
Enjoy yourself.
AQUARIUS
~or
I Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Watch out for embarrassing
slips of the tongue with
higherups. After a slow start,
you'll warm up to your work.
Expect progress.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Gossip you hear now is probably not true. Don't jump to
any conclusions and by day's
end you'll find your faith is
justified.

114
,
"

nP%.

_men

YOU BORN TODAY are
less group-oriented than the
typical Aquarian. Analytical,
sometimes critical, you have a
fine reasoning mind. In
business you don't fare well in
partnerships, but aren't cut
out to work alone either. You
do best in the professions and
can succeed as a writer.

ACESTRA G CORN, JR

close to turning

the tables

Actually, it was much more
on the U.S. score.
complex.
Aces Paul Soloway (West)
The defense slipped someand Ira Rubin (East) defendwhat. Instead of leading a
ed against this most unusual
heart, West cashed the
slam. West's two club bid spade ace. East won the
described either a weak two heart switch and, thinking
bid in diamonds or a strong
West wanted a spade ruff,
hand.
he returned a spade.
North chimed in with his
Declarer discarded a
eight bagger and. when heart and, after another
Rubin jumped to four defensive miscue, declarer
hearts. Vito Pittala leaped
managed to escape for down
to an impetuous six clubs. In
1,100 instead of 1,700 -- of
a simple life, West's double little consequence since
would seem simple enough. Aces Bob Hamman and Bob
Wolff were down only 100
playing four spades.
AND 7HOSE OF US
The United States blitzed
WHO KNOW WON'T TELL!
Italy in this match and the
defense against six clubs
became a humorous affair.
Unknown to outsiders,
Rubin and Soloway were
playing the negative slam
double. Theoretically,
West's double promised no
2
defensive tricks and East
was supposed to "save
unless he could take two
tricks.
NORTH
2-I4-A

Vulnerable- Both. Dealer
West The bidding:
West
2+
Dbi

11E4
6

ket
uaufze
YOUR HAIR 15 FINE

•

*
153
!.
.
diffika
.._.,1011 4,11111r0 -0'
wettorA...,
HOW CAN
CU WAKE
HIM UP e

i•IOSPITg

East
4 it
Pass

!youth
64
Pass

I

st.7.

ei6
Rid with Core

--0'1

d!i

Having forgotten the
convention. Soloway was
gasping for air as Rubin
iTSVOtlft HEAD YOu SF4CuLD explained his convention to
declarer, but Rubin passed
HAVE RESTYLED
anyway He reasoned that
six diamonds doubled rated
to go down more than the
II
slam, so he might as well
take his lumps and pay off
to six doubled clubs
There's only a small gap
between a good laugh and a
hard cry

ollearrAltio

South holds
FRESH AIR ,,
COLD WATER.
TIME

Flo

.

OKAY,. GET STARTED.
LET'S GET HIM PUT
OF HERE.

GET ALL OF THESE POOR PEOPLE
OUT OF HERE BEFORE I RETURN.
THIS PLACE IS CLOSED., FOR
GOOD

'
411
1

41,
IN THE OPIUM PEA/,„

2-I4-8

ID 6
•5 7 6
•A Q 2
•AK 3 9 6 1
South
I,

loot
s:.

North
2•
Pass

Opening lead Spade ace

I
SHOULD I HAVE my
--I HAIR RE5TYLE0'›

Gi vE 0AE Akisi
OPiNiON, ANDY

.4M1111111

I Ti-iltsIK I'LL
DO THAT, TOO

WEST
EAST
•A J
•Q 4
W9
AKQJI02
•K9643
•.10 8 7
SQI074
•8
SOUTH
•6
•8 7 6
•A Q 2
4AKJ963

misthww•

=MI

2-14

dr-

up in connection
with
pleasurable pursuits. You'll
hear of a new money or job opportunity now.

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given fur your birth sign.

•K 10 9 8 '7 5 3 2
•5 4 3
•J
42

u
PAW"

i t'

1. Legal Notice

Fraaces Drake
i'Ott MONDAY,FEBRUARY If, 1141

THE

NO YOU'RE
EATING AT
HOME

CAN I GO TO
THE CHINESE
RESTAURANT
FOR LUNCH?

o o mar e

Your Individual
Horoscope

North
iV

ANSWER: Two clubs
Three clubs is a reasonable
alternative, but that would be
a slight overbid
-Send bridge question, to The Ares
PO Rol 12343 Dallas Tekas 7512S
with sell suldreseed stamped envelope
IHr reply

COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY
DEPT Of TRANSPORTATION
BUREAU OF HIGHWAYS
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Sealed bids will be received by
the Bureau of Highways, at its
office Frankfort Kentucky until 10 00 A M Eastern Standard Time on the 27th day of
February, 1981 at which time
bids will be publicly opened
and read for the improvement
of
EIDR GR 81 0000011
McCracken Co MP 073 0060
014 646 The Paducah Beltline
(US 60) Repairs to Deck of
Bridge over I C RR and
Cleveland Street
McCracken Co. MP 073 0060
014 978 The Paducah Benne
(US 60) Repairs to Deck of
Bridge over I C RR and
Caldwell Avenue
McCraken Co MP 073 0305
004.215 The Paducah Maxon
(KY 305) Road Repairs to Deck
of Bridge over P & I RR 4 153
miles west of WCL of Paducah
Carlisle Co MP 020 0121
009.379 The Mayfield-Wickliffe
(KY 121) Road Repairs to Deck
of Bridge over
Mayfield
Drainage Ditch. 2.107 miles
north of US 62
Calloway Co MP 018 0121
The
003 658
Murray-New
Concord-Tennessee State Line
(KY 121) Road Repairs to DecIr
of Bridge over Breechy Creek
110 miles from SCL of Murray
Calloway Co.. MP 018 0121
The
003 310
Murray-New
Concord-Tennessee State Line
(KY 121) Road. Repairs to Deck
of Bridge over Breechy Creek.
113 miles from SCL of Murray,
Graves Co MP 042 0121
011 728 The Mayfield-Wickliffe
(KY 121) Road Repairs to Deck
of Bridge over Mayfield ByPass, 1.122 miles northwest of
US 45
Hickman Co MP 053 0307
005.503 The Fulton-FlughamKirbyton (KY 307) Road
Repairs to Deck of Bridge over
North Fork of Bayou De Chien,
55 miles north of Fulton County Line

e
1. Legal-Notice
LEGAL NOTICENIGHTTIME OPERATION
On January 12, 1981,
Jackson
Purchase
Broadcasting Company,
licensee of broadcast
station WSJP,filed with
Federal Comthe
munications Commission in Washington an
application for authority to operate during
nightWne hours at a
new transmitter location. WSJP operates on
a frequency of 1130 kHz,
with present studio and
transmitter located on
Diuguid Road, in Murray, Kentucky. The
principals in Jackson
Purchase Broadcasting
Company' are Charles
M. Anderson, Freddie
W. McCoy, Stephen
Catron, Joe M. Parker,
and Sammy J. Parker.
A copy of the application and related
material is on file for
public inspection at WSJP studios in Murray,
Kentucky.

FOR SALE
Murray
The
Police
Deportment will be ac•
coping sealed bids on
1978 Ford 110-2 and a
1976 Mercury both
vehicles were detective
cars used by the Murray
Police Department.
Bids will be accepted
at the Murray City
Clerks office until 5
p.m. February
23,
1981. Vehicles can be
seen at Murray City
Hall from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. weekdays. The
Public Safety Committee and the Chief of
Police have the right to
reject any and all bids.

2. Notice

RIVERIA
COURTS
Has

Hickman Co MP 053 0307
004 965 The Futton-FulghamKirbyton (KY 3071 Road
Repairs to Deck of Bridge 50
miles north of Fulton County
Line

mobile

homes for rent.
Students
me!

Special

rates!!

We also

have
Hickman Co. MP 053 0307
004 834 The Fulton-FlughamKirbyton (KY 307) Road
Repairs to Deck of Bridge 49
miles north of Fulton County
Line
Hickman Co MP 053 0307
004 728 The Fulton-FulghamKirbyton (KY 307) Road
Repairs to Deck of Bridge 475
miles north of Fulton County
Line
Trigg Co., MP 111 0068
017.890 The Cadiz-Benton (US
68) Road. Repairs to Deck of
Bridge over Little River, 0.02
mile southwest of Cadiz.
The Bureau of Highways hereby
notifies all bidders that it will
affirmatively insure that in any
contract entered into pursuant
to. this advertisement minority
business enterprises will be afforded full opportunity to submit bids to response to this invitation, and will not be
discriminated against on the
ground of race, color or national origin in consideration
for an award
Bid Proposals for all protects
will be available until 900
A M
EASTERN STANDARD
TIME, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 27
1981, at the Division of Contract Procurement Bid Proposals for all protects will be
available at a cost of $2 each
and remittance payable to
State Treasurer of Kentucky
must accompany request for
proposals (NON-REFUNDABLE)
BID PRDPOSALS ARE ISSUED
ONLY TO PREQUALIFIED CONTRACTORS
Specimen Proposals for.all protects will be available to all interested parties at a cost of $2
each '-'(NON REFUNDABLE)
Specimen Proposals cannel be
used for bidding
1. be Pat McCallon will no
longer be responsible for any
debts other than my own as of
February 14. 1981

2. Notice
AL'S SUPER SHELL
South Ith Street
Morray, Complete Aste
Repair. Free lab* wit*
ail 6004 Mot' change.
753 7816

welco-

5. Lost

beads ir
at Cal
night RI
after 6 pr

or

Lost Blac
the room
753-0686

6114
1..sted here is a ready reference
that *ill quickly help you locate
Hie classification you are looking
it,
I. legal Notice
2. Notice "
3. Card of thanks
4. In Memory
S. lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opoonuolr
it, InstiutliOns
12. Issu,ance
13. For Sales Noe
14. Want to Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. vae.om Cleaners
IS. Sewing Machines
it. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. tAss,cal
23. Eiterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. IV-Radio •
.
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob some Rents
29, Heating-Cooling
it. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. HOuSes for Rent
35. Farms For Rent •
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. livestock.Supplies
31. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry.Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms tot Sale
M. Homes For Sale
47, Motacycles
M. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54, Psi Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57 Ateien
Kirby Electrolux Fitter
Queen Vacuum Cleaner,
like new, 599.50 each.
Fully guaranteed. Phone
354-6521.

special

deals for lot renters!

Come

with

us!

Going out for business sale
(nix Interiors 753-1474

live
753-

3280.

Charlie Brown Playschool
1607 Olive. 753-7359. Ages
$5.50 daily Drop ins
$1 00 hourly

BEALE
'
S
TUNE-UP
643 N. 4th
Vlaith akctronic ignition
929.95: vi without elec. franc ignition $34.95; 6 rel.
with electronic ignition
$22.95; 6 cyl. without Net.
Ironic ignition 527.957 4 cyl.
with elettronk ignition
St 9.95; 4 tel, without elec•
Ironic .ignitiem $23.95. All
prices inchode parts and kilo,
Disk brollies
1 wheels
Sit.50 includes labor t pads;
Drum brakes $23.50 includes
shoes & iebor; Wheel cyfin
dens, turning drums t rotors
ore estra for most American
cars.

Sewing machine zig tog
and attachments. Sews
perfect, fully guaranteed. Phone 354-6521,

Full an(
Mechanic
Experienc
person
ment Thi
1-5 only

Need 7
college
female, t
hours flei
melon ca

Need a su
county f
Call
7!
Calloway
Citizens.

Staff Phi
opening
Hospital,
plete sala
gram to fr
Personnel
5211

97Sita

ExpenenCt
needs par
Excellent
with chili
Call 759write Box
lion. M.S.t.

Secretary
manent f
memory ty
S. Phone 7

Will babt
children ir
weekends

Will do bah
located it
Have refe
6487

Business
mobile hor

mobile parl
underpmne
income la
it difficult

S19.800. I
SAI
p

Unused

to OPtlfer

seek a
career I
No I ore
in the Sc
co.Hissi
bowlN,
...limeys
Selection
and base
2870

ASA XE EXTRA MOUT
DURING YOUR SPARE reel'
Show our new Ino of Calends..
Pons and Advertising Gifts to locel
firms Prompt Mood/ rierricii
from 72 re.old, AAA I Corn..
No in
conerm.o.
INsoely
reittment or collections Bo your
own boss Fla time PoSontiM No
Wrhes Frank
•ooerienco
Co.
NEWTON MFG
Buckley
Dept 141, Newlen,Iowa IAMB

PIN

13. Foli
Large ref r
foot, Whirl
cop pertone
Make offe
(airline

•

Bible Facts, Free Store
needy 759-4600

for the

FOR RENT
Gilson Power Bolt Log
Splitter by day or job.
Operator available. All
hardwood
stovewood
for sole $25.00 per
rick. Coll 753-8351

With
for y
primi
stunt
Progi
more

With
profe

<Captain D95
MANAGER/TRAINEE
We're looking for a Manager/Trainee and
Assistant Managers. If yo6 ore mature,
organized, and dedicated, and are looking for
new opportunities now, or in the next few
months, send us your resume.
P.O. Box 1540
Paducah, KY 42001

WANTED

Murray State University is seeking an experienced
buyer to perform specialized and technical work in
purchasing u variety of commodies, services and
heavy equipment.
College training with exposure in marketing and
general business or purchasing experience desired.
Knowledge of comniodie market, pricing methods and
best sources of supply for materials and equipment
prefered. Salary $10,500.
Contact Personnel Services
Sparks Nall
Murray State University
Murray, Keatocky 42071
An Ignel Opportentry Employer

C

revo

7

AIIA
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•
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2. Notice

14. Want To Buy

lorqrt
rpTember

Napp ts

Volta

Einr 'Oct '

CARTER STUDIO
307 Main

753 0798

oundLost Gold chain with 37 gold
beads in vicinity of Wells Hall
or at Campus Lights Thursday
night Reward Call 1614196
after 6 pm

Junk cars 4148838
Want to buy Used card table
Call 474-9729 or 475-2346
after 5 pm
Wanting to buy mechanic tools
Call 753-2405, ask for Tommy
Would like to buy high chair
Call 753-0795
Want to buy
size mattress
Call 753-3143 after 4 pm
Would like to buy dishes
trinkets etc Call 753-8669

17. Vacuum

M

Cleaners

1r X 30

41 Real Estate

Electrolux Sales and Service
Tony Montgomery 753-6760

1

20. Sports Equipment
The Pistol People Invest in a
feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in Kentucky Country Boy Store. 9
miles west of Hopkinsville iunc
lion KY 164-117 Hours 8.5
Sunday 12.5 (502)885-5914

43 Real Estate

9

753-1222

41"14
.---.
04 1
9

HEAsE YOUR
EARNING POWER
With this modern and
attractive duplex just
listed for sale. Each
side has central heat
and air, modern kithen with all appliances, 2 bedrooms,
living room with
fireplace, bath and
utility area. Tastefully
decorated throughout.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty, for all,
the details.

Pardons Thatnesoa
lasoraoce
Rood Istato
Sisathskis Coed S.
Marray, Koattochy
753-4451

50. Used Trucks

53. $srrices Offered

1969 Chevrolet 30-series step
van Perfect condition new
tires engine paint Complete
service history $1295 7674455 after 6 pm
1976 Dodge truck, ton Call
/53.7163

Heating refrigeration
and
electrical repair
Bob s
Refrigeration Service Hazel
KY 498-8370 or 1531829
Bobby Lockhart
Pre",rt.
your
E•ww,
111 Iserd•9. Cope & Bestorshon
ol old feenoly photo97•03

1980 Datsun pickup 5-speed
and low mileage lust like new
CARTER STUDIO
Call
753-5249 after 6 pm
Sharp 3 bedroom home
only 2 miles from town
104 Mu.
7S1
1972 ford pickup
V8
on 1,4 acres. Nice
automatic good condition
Lost Black and gray torn cat in
22. Musical
K
Stump
Removal.
Du you
shade trees, fruit
5950 153-9181 or 753 8124
the vicinity of South 8th Street
need stumps removed from
trees, and good garden
New and used pianos bought
753-0686.
1968 Ford F-350 wrecker your yard or la1id cleared of
spot. Has garage and
and sold Ag beautiful repo
68 000 miles with 440 Holmes stumps' We can remove
family room. All m
piano now available for so6. Help Wanted
WANTED:
box 753./151 or 474-2257
stumps up to 24 below the
good condition and
meone to assume monthly
Full and part time Auto
ground leaving ooly sawdust
STANDING
priced ti sell. $34,000.
Payments Clayton s 753-7575 "Where else could a guy like me rub elbow
Mechanic position available.
For sale Of trade 1978 Chevy and chips Call for free
with congressmen, diplomats
TIMBER
and Fran
Wanted Responsible party to
Experience preferred Apply in
Silverado. 28.000 miles, all ex- estimate Bob Kemp 435-4343
Real Nice country
person K-Mart Auto Departtake up small monthly payment Sinatra?"
Will buy tie timber. Also
home
with
3 Aia4.351,116kose.47.44.2i7-7:ment Thurs and Fri 9-12 and
on like new organ under warpaying top price for
bedrooms, 1 bath, with
1972 GMC pickup, long bed. Licensed electrician and gas inranty 7531575
1-5 only
30. Business Rental
43. Real Estate White Oak veneering
w/w carpet, fireplace, . straight shift, good solid truck stallation heating installation
and other quality timNeed 7 intelligent, ambitious
gas
heater
in
den,
NEW
near
LISTING
$1050. Call 489-2595.
'and repairs Call 753-7203.
23. Exterminating
college students, male or
ber Call 753-5592 of the lake. Also garage
Modern
three
International school bus. ex- MOBILE HOME SIDING Alcoa
RESIDENTIAL OR
female, to start immediately,
ter 7 p.m.
and workshop - apartCommercial
bedroom brick home
c1e116Ie3nt condition Call 153- aluminum or vinyl siding and
COMMERCIAL
hours flexible. For more informent on approximatein Sherwood Forest
Property
for
trim. Aluminum trim for brick
Older brick home with
mation call 924-5811.
ly
11
/
2
acres.
Has
A111410 CALL
real
just
west
of Murray ciLease. Available
houses Jack Glover. 753-1873
full basement locoted
good
1972
well,
Jeep
2
C1-5.
septic
6
cylinder.
3
ty
Need a substitute driver in the 15. Articles For Sale
limits.
Central heat
March 1, 1981.
on 1 4 beautiful rolling
systems.
speed
'lock
Need
out
work on your trees' formwith
hubs
county for Meals-on-wheels. 42,000 BTU central airand
air, living room
I/
Across
from
metal top Call 901-642-6353. ing, pruning, shaping, corn-acres, 3' 2 miles north
Amos 4ms-435.2431
Call 753-0929. Murray condition unit, $500, 14'
with fireplace, abunMurray Wholesale
7,3•16.• 133••- 733.3723
of Murray off 4-lane
Calloway County Senior Runabout boat with trailer and
dant storage areas and
1976 Luv pickup. May be seen plete removal and more Call
Swig %Mr- 711-741•1
Electric, Murray.
Kelley's Termite
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
WII•rd - 733 3143
Citizens
Would make excellent
at 201 South 7th St
extra room which
65 hp Mercury motor. $450.
Tor,
firma*,
Excellent location
Am••••••
professional tree care 753development property.
& Pest Control
could be used as 4th
733-1131.1
Staff Pharmacist. Immediate 759-1621.
ton
One
Ford
truck
with
flat
for
8536
most any
71rE A. Immo hew.
Priced in the $40 s
Phone 753-3914 ,
bedroom, game room
opening with Community Floor tray lamp, 3-way switch,
dump
436-2227
Call
business. Call 753Professmnat painting.
or study. Offered in
Hosprtal, Mayfield. KY. Com- $25: squirrel cage fan, $35;
It/ 1950
0212.
truck, 4-wheel paperhanging. paneling ComShe mid $50's through
plete salary and benefit pro- playpen, $10. Call 753-8361.
Marroy-Calloroy
plow. Call 759- mercial or residential. 20 years
24. Miscellaneous
gram to fit your needs. Contact
Kopperud Realty, 711
County Realty
e0
9 withafWillissnowo w
experience. Free estimates'
Personnel Office at 502-247- For sale: Bar stereo with AM- For sale: 5 hp air compressor. 32. Apts. For Rent
Main Street,
FM radio, 8-track, and turn Call Dill's Electric, 753-9104.
(502)7534114
&PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
759-1987
Wrecker,
1967
217
ton,
GMC
5211
Apartments
for
rent,
near
304N 12115i
table with flashing wood lights.
with 1973 Chevy 350 engine. Stop! for all your repair needs,
downtown
Firewood,'
Murray.
753-4109.
seasoned oak and
Mammy. It y. 42071
9. Situation Wanted
Also new girl's 10-speed and 2
Here's your real escape! From For sale: Wooden Nickel
Holmes wench, $1800 or best roofing, carpentry plumbing
hickory, 18". 24''. Chainsaws Duplex for rent. all kitchen
ap- city congestion and taxes. Easy Trading Post Aurora KY All
Experienced mature woman used 14 inch radial tires. Call
offe. Call 4-74-2393.
and electrical work, look no
repaired,
sharpened. Tree pliances, central heat and air. commuting lust one mile
needs part time employment. 436-2437.
from stock and equipment $23 000.
more! Call 753-9226 or 753city limits This 3 bedroom col- Call 1-554-0637 or 1-898- 46. Homes For Sale
Excellent housekeeper, good Franklin wood stove: 40" white removal. 489-2327, 489-2853. Call 753-8146 or 753-2437.
9623. We'll do your lob large or
72
Chev.
with children, older people Frigidare range: wicker rocker Firewood. 18-24" seasoned, For rent: 2 bedroom apart onial guarantees freedom from 3898
Tandem
For sale by owner Lovely 2
small All work done to your
mixed hardwoods. $25 per ments at Embassey. 753-353C the early morning squeeze by
Call 759-4621 evenings or 753-2206.
bedroom brick home at 909
Dump Truck. 79
satisfaction
rick. delivered. Call 753-8536. or 753-4331 after 5 pm.
the three in -the bathrobtns.
write Box 2556 University StaPogue
Fireplace
Avenue.
newly
50 Hook Trotlines $10; nylon 1
Ford F-150 4x4.
Just minutes from
Sharpen hand saws and skill
tion. PA .S.U.
May we suggest your dialing
redecorated kitchen, attached
lb. no 21 or 24 $3.79: Trotline Firewood, cut any length, most- For rent. Nice. 1 bedroom
Murray on Highway
saws Call 753-4656
753-5699.
753-1492
for
your
showing
of
garage.
insulation,
R-22
very
Secretary position wanted. Per- hooks 1.10 $1.39 per 100; 2/C ly oak and hickory. $22.50 apartment. Call 753-3949
121
South
is this wellthis home? CENTURY 21 LoretTree. trimming and removal,
quiet location near hospital.
manent full. time. Operate $1.59 per 100: McMahon delivered. 489-2492 or 753built, three bedroom
Furnished apartments, 1 or 2 ta lobs Realtors.
Tony Wade (901) 232-8667 or
753-0387.
52.
Boats
and
Motors
memory typewriter and System swivels 50 for $1.59; Pre-tied 4157.
brick
on nearly an
5. Phone 767-6293.
Hotline drops 50 for $1.00. Firewood for sale, $25 a rick. bedrooms also sleeping rooms.
For sale Furnished, year round 17' Bass boat, 115 hp, sale.or (901)642-5090
acre of land for only
Zimmerman Apartments, South
sIROUT REAL r,
East
cabin
Y
Grocery.
and 2 lots in Pine Bluff trade for farm tractor, garden
753-8786.
474-8005
Will babysit potty trained
$48,000.00. Fireplace,
lb• bean so. into •...•• rho
16th, 753-6609.
COURTNEY SMALL
Shores. Kitchen, living room, tractor small pickup. or comPt
children in my home anytime New battery sale! 3 year war- Firewood for sale. 436-2727.
•••••• Ino•or sad seas.,
garage,carpet.
Furnished apartment for ten
and large sundeck on first floor pact car or equal value After 5
FARMS ROMS
weekends Call 753-1624.
ENGINE REPAIR 8.
ranty. $39 95 exchange. New
Pt
level, bedroom bath, and front pm 753-4346.
Fireplace insert used only 2 at New Concord, $80 per monBUSINESSES
SHOP ColdSAW
Will do babysitting in my home. Concord Grocery. 436-5353.
Pt
th. Call 436-2427.
LAKE AND RK REA DONAL
f
weeks. Call 753-6546
sundeck on second floor. Pric53. Services Offered
located in downtown area. Three phase motor, 11,2 hp
489-2853.
PROPERTY
water,
sell
in
to
ed
$20's.
the
in
apartment
for rent, no
Seasoned wood for sale. Call Garage
Have references. Call 753- $50. Call 753-0840.
Listings ne•eleeli Offices
eluding range, refrigerator. air Bob's Home Improvement SerL,'V tr"
FP &"
pets. 753-3913 or 759-1616.
489-2630.
6487.
Coast
vice
Remodeling, painting, ce- Will haul driveway white rock
to Coast. Buyers
conditioner new 40 gallon
16. Home Furnishings
Immediate occupancy! New, 2 fro.
water heater Special discount ment work, general home and Ag lime, also have any type
Everywhere.
10. Bus. Opportunity For sale 15' Freezer. Amana, Wood for sale. 436-2758.
bedroom
duplex,
extra
nice
for cash or can be financed if maintenance and inspections of brown or white pea gravel
"Fro*" Catalog.
43>--ir
Business opportunity Four works good, $100. Air condi- Woodburning stove. Call after 6 with large living area, gas heat.
you qualify. Shown by appoint- Free estimates. 753-4501
STROUT REALTY
Also do backhoe work Call
mobile homes in clean, small tioner. 14,000 BTU. Coldpoint. pm, 753-7838
Call 753-3966 or 7531389. i_I (••••• Yoh.
ment only. Phone 753-5791 or Custom made cabinets,
music Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
mobile park To condition and works good. $80 Come by 41 Wood for sale. Call after 5 pm.
)712 CAN.,
753-2649.
One bedroom apartment, next
centers, book cases. hutches. 753-6763. .
Mom,Is
underpinned. $600 per month Rivena Courts. Doug and 436-5498
753-1222
to fairgrounds on 121 North,
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath built- Reasonable. 436-2566.
153-0186
income lob relocation makes Eunice Berry.
Wet basement' We make wet
25. Business Services No pets 753-3139.
in appliances, on one acre lot. Carpentry, cabinets.
it difficult to manage Price
furniture basements dry, work completeSeven piece living room suite, HODGE'S TAX
BETTER HOMES
Will take best offer. Call 489: repair. Bring picture
SERVICE. 5 years One bedroom carpeted, fur$19800. 1-924-5445.
- we ly guarenteed Call Or write
3 piece maple bedroom suite; experience,
&GARDENS
. 2670.
5 tax courses. 8-6 nished apartment. Call 753- ONCE IN A LIFETIME OFFER,
make
All remodeling - Morgan Construction
.
and kitchen table and chairs. Monday-Friday,
feature
Could
thi
nights
and
5
pm.
after
2967
SALES CAREER
Three bedroom brick, one block reasonable prices
Roy's Route 2. Box 4094. Paducah.
with interest rates you won't
Call after 5 pm. 759-4663.
home.
Beautifully
Saturdays
appointment
Call
by
KY 42001. or call day or night.
from University, large kitchen Carpenter Shop. 753-4124.
LIEWSuel prestige opportunity
Two bedroom townhouse apart- believe!!! Because the owner
Side by side refrigerator, apart- 759-1425
wooded and landto autstionding •pplicants rho
family room with lots of Concrete and block. brick work. 1-442-7026
ment.
Carpet,
range. will finance and needs to sell
ment size stove, both in ex- 26. TV-Radio
comforlot
scaped
and
ueka professional sales
cabinets. utility room with Basements. driveways storm Will do plumbing, heating,
refrigerator, disposal, washer right now It's lakefront and
cellent condition. Call 759Associete with the
career
table home just
washer -dryer
hookup. cellars porches. 20 years ex- carpentry. and roofing. 153Wanted Responsible person to dryer hookup central heat and it's beautiful Some is partially
N. I organimnion in its field,
4630 after 5 pm.
for
waiting
famiyour
aluminum storm doors and perience 753-5476.
2211
take up monthly payments on air. Call 753-7559 or 753- developed Buy one of two
in the nation. liberal salary,
opporDon't
let
the
lystorm windows, insulation in
Sofa with slip cover.. $85. 753- 25- color t.v..
tracts seperately or buy the
commissions
and
fringe
warranted. 7550_
Woodcraft Building Service by
Do
all
types
of
plumbing
large
tunity
view
pass
this
to
walls and ceiling. Firm cash
whole 74 acres at much less.
6851.
benefits. Applicents most he
Clayton's, 753-7575.
Two bedroom furnished apart
492-8120
Custom
harmbr. Adjacent to
price in 540's or can be financ- or small lobs. all work guar- Bucy
still
while
it's
today
Call
ambitious and sees minded.
Sofa, blue and green floral.
ment. 753-8119.
Murray High School,
Spann
ed for qualified buyer For ap- nanteed. 5 ,years experience .cabinets, vanities new homes
Wendy
available,
at
Selection sill be competitive
$60. 753-6747.
additions, repair. Quality
pointment phone 753-5791 or 753-5360.
34. Houses For Rent
this 3 bedroom home
mod lased on personal 'iri•
Realty Associates. 753-7724.
workmanship.
Victorian living room suite.
terries,. Send resume to Bea
753-2649.'
lso has study, den
Fence sales at Sears now Call
Murray's No 1 color v
For
rent:
One
bedroom
house
2070, Paducah, Ky. 42001.
Beautiful
upholstered
Sears. 753-2310 for free Window cleaning fast service
with hand hewn beamCall
753-5618.
CLAYTON'S
mahogany set, including large
satisfaction guaranteed_ Free
estimate for your needs.
ed ceiling and stone
House for rent 3 bedrooms,
ALB Moak 753-7575
seat. 2 arm chairs. and 4
estimate. Call 753-7140
fireplace, formal din49.
Used
Cars
13. For Sale or Trade love
Guttering
by
Scars
Sears con
central gas heat, air.
marble top tables. and 2
ing room, and large
1972 Buick Skylark, runs great. tinous gutters installed per 55TFeW
Large refrigerator, 21 cubic crystal lamps. Quality furniture 27. Mobile Home Sales conditioned, carpeting, garage,
room
game
complete
your
specifications
Call Sears For sale Wheat straw 753Call 436-5869 after. 5 pm.
and full basement. $250 per
foot. Whirlpool, side by side, in excellent condition. A comwith wood burning
BOYD-MAJOR
75372310 for free estimate
coppertone aqua Like new.'plete Victorian living room 1974 Double wide mobile month. Call 1-898-6687
8156 or 753-6401.
1976 Chevrolet high mileage.
and
stove
wet
bar.
home.
furnishpartially
24x36.
ESTATE
REAL
I
Make offer 753-2523 1005 ensemble far below present
extra clean power steering, General home repair. 15 years 56. Free Column
Large house, well insulated.
Backyard
wooden
unfurnished.
or
ed
All
I
electric
753-8080
Fairtane.
prices. $1500 firm. 436-2206.
brakes, windows, locks. $2000. experience in carpentry.
deck surrounded by
with baseboard electric heat. near Murray, city water elecBeautiful gray-calico cat needs
masonary
plumbing,
roofing.
seen
Can
at
be
1510
tric
Sycamore.
heat.
utility room. garage,
mature Hickorys and
Very easily heated. $7500.
and siding. Free estimates. no quiet home. 753-0122
With Ti. ynell!ily Touch"
garden.. Couple_ . no _pets._
1-354-6217-.
'Oaks, Offered - very --1-963 Chevrolet tmpala. 2-door fob too snraff CaH 474--22767
Free Beagle and pups. Call
References- and deposit rehardtop. 283 automatic, power
reasonably in the upCharm. Location
For sale. Mobile home 1268 quired. $175 month_ 7.53Insulation blown in by Sears 436-2994 or 762-4294-steering.
California
car.
$650.
$60's.
per
Phone
KopAnd Convenience
Schevilte, 2 bedroom, partially 5593.
save on these high heating and Free to good home, big male
753-9181 or 753-8124
perud Realty, 753-1222,
You'll have it all in
furnished.- $4000. Call 753cooling bills. Call Sears. 753- dog good watch dog. Call 753Three
bedroom
house,
2
blocks
for
all the information.
this beautiful 3 BR,,
1977 Cadillac Coupe DeVille 2310-for free estimate.
8417.
With the New Year brings the opportunity
3807
ff0fll M.S.U.. $150 per mon*.
ANOTHER
white on white. loaded with ex
2'2 bath brick home in
for you to join Southern Illinois leader in
1972 Model_ _ 12x55, nice Call 753-7163.
Malloaimrim
.mommasamonlimang
tras.
NEW
47.000
LISTING
Like
miles
new
Canterbury.
Living
trailer.
753-6231.
primary care.
Rental income proper$6500. 753-5344
Three bedroom house for rent,
room, den with
12x60 Mobile home. central $150 'per month. West Main
We offer top starting salary and outty only 3 blocks from
fireplace, spacious kit1976 Chevrolet Monza 16. air
heat and air, setting on 31,4 Street Call 753-6114 after 6
the University. Prochen, central heat and
standing benefits such as: Day Cars
AM-FM low mileage. excellent
225 L. P. Miller St.
acres land, well water, 6 miles pm.
perty consists of one
air - you'll love this
condition. $1900. Call 753
Program, Tuition reinbursement and much
Across from Community Center
southeast of Murray on Dodd
building
large
with
one.
8235
Three
bedroom
partially
furmore.
Road Call 753-5080 after 5
Open Hours
five rental units and a
CLEAN-UP
nished house for rent on Blood
1970 Chevelle 2-door, local car
pm, days 753-9411.
Opening presently exist in
smaller building with
SHOP
River $275 per month plus
Mon. 8. Tues. 7:30-12:30
excellent
condition.
$1395
Small 2 bedroom, all electric. deposit Call 436-2684
two rental units. All
4 stall, block and
OB, ICU,
1975 CB 125S Honda motorci
Closed Wednesday
completely furnished. Call 753seven units have
brick, clean-up shop.
ER, Med/Surg
de like new. $495 753.3942
35.
Farms
For
Rent
0331
separate gas and elecLike new air comThurs., Fri. &Sat. 8:30-12:30
With the
year realize
New
your
1979 El Camino, 305 engine
rent- Farm, 15 acres. 3
tric meters. Current
pressor. Located on
28. Mob. Home Rents For
all options. custom topper
bedroom house, references.
professional and personal goals at
rental income is
Hwy. 641 S. at midOne bedroom trailer for rent.. 2 March 1st Call after 6 pm,
carpeted Recently tuned us
$540.00 trier month.
way. Offered at
I
miles east of Murray. Call 753 753-5281
air shocks, tlt wheel, approx
Phone 753-1222, Kopbargain price for
5793
imately
23.000 miles $620::
37. Livestock-Supplies quick sale. Call to201 Bailey lone .4perud Realty, and let
firm. Call 753-0901
Two bedroom trailer, completeus increase your earnBenton, III. 62812
day!!
REE MAR ARABIANS Book
ly
furnished,
nice,
very
$150
1975 Ford LTD. price $1200 or
ing power through
Only $23995
61 8 439-3161
cxZ
= :
A310per month. Cali 753-8964 after your good mares for 1981
best ofer. Phone 753-9710
sound Real Estate inAn tonal Opportunity Employer N, f
breeding
season
Three
5. •
vestinen
Fiat. 1973. 35 mpg. $1200
stallions 753-6126
Save Si 10.00
Kt 5000
Two bedroom trailer, very
Maverick. 1970. $450 Both
clean. approximately 212 miles 38. Pete-Supplies
1n-Dash Cassette With Digital
standard shift and 2-door 751.
Flectvonic Tuneron 641 South. No pets. 753- AKC Cocker Spaniels puppies,
739,
Dolby' •Supertuner
8436 after 5 pm.
black, buff, and red. 8 weeks
1973 Mercury Monterey, porn,Two bedroom trailer: near Mur- old. 901-648-5024 or 648Vernon's
Western
Store has and air. nice Will trade to'
In Dash Auto Reverse Cassette With AM/FM Stereo
5225
ray. no pets Call 489-2611
motorcycle
Call 436-5434
donated 200 pair of Girls
Dog obedience classes AKC
Two bedroom, furnished, low German Shepherds
1977 Olds Cutlass red
and AKC
Womens and Boys white leather
Utilities, Shady Oaks. $135 per Austrailian cattle dogs Call
black interior. power ste
month 753-7980 or 753-8087 436-2858
boots to the Calloway County and au. real sharp. $280i.,
759-4825.
30. Businesstififia
Rescue Squad These boots can
Pointer pups, champion blood.
1980 Sunbird Hatchback
Large building for rent. 4 bays 928-4593.
$1 nA95 While They last
be dyed the color you prefer for a
power steering air till $5700
in front. hoist. 2 back bays, ex- 43. Real Estate
P 1500 I U mit(Fits Most Small Cars)
1976 Ford F 150. 4-whet'
small charge.
tra large room Call 753-5970
drive, needs work. $1000
Need down payment' Let us
or see at 808 Coldwater Road
show you how you can put
1973 Dune buggy. $350 Call
1978 990 Case Tractor
p•
Limited Sapply1
chase this 3 bedroom brick
436-2425 after 5 pm
Instailation Avoslaisie All proceed.,80 90 to the Re'., ,
Diesel, 698 Hours
priced in the $30's Call us for
1972 Torino stationwaggi Call
We Sertelt P Whet We Sell
your showing as there is no
753-8034
(3-16 Model 200 Case Plow. hinshodavil)
sign in the yard Its your move
753-11193 Eel, 243, 272, or 211
50. Used Trucks
and you'll win Dial 753-1492
at CENTURY 21 Loretta lobs
1974 Bronco, good condition
222k.12116
'
753-5845
Realtors
Call 435 4429

1

REGISTERED NURSES
8. GRADUATE NURSES

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

753-3685

THE FRANKLIN HOSPITAL

753-8080

SPECIAL SALE

$5"and $10000

Vernon's Western
Store

£%.MII

&

re

World of Sound

— e r-eke
f
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Warlick Hutson
Dies Friday At
Paris Hospital
arlick Hutson, :3, Hazel
died Friday night at the County General Hospital, Paris,
Te1111

Survirors include his wife.
a Simmons Hutson: one
daughier. Peggy Galhmore.
Puryear; one son, Joe Max.
Hazel, one sister, Noma
iusden. Hazel: two brothers,
Cardel, Jackson, Mich., and
Elton. Hazel: and five grandchildren.
Funeral services will be in
the Ridgeway Funeral Home,
Pans.
Rurial will be in the Mount
Pleasant Cemetery, Hazel.

Rev. Stubbs Gives
Topic For Sunday
The Rev. Jimmy E. Stubbs,
minister of evangelism, First
United Methodist Church, will
speak on The Christian and
the Economy" with scripture
from Luke 16:10-13 at the 10:50
a.M. Worship services on Sunday, Feb. 15. at the church.
"I Will Praise Thee 0 Lord"
will be the anthem to be sung
by the Chancel Choir with
Paul Shahan as director and
Bea Farrell as organist.
Persons
needing
transportation by the church
vans may call Mrs. Vera
Gillahan. 753-8016, south of
Main, and Mrs. Burnett
Warterfield. 753-2635, north of
Main.
The third session of the 1981
church-wide mission study
will be held Sunday at 6 p.m.
with Dr. Joe Rose, Political
Science Department, Murray
State University, to speak on
':Iiiiplications for the Future
in Latin America, and RelatiOns With North America" for
the adult program.
Special' guests for the
children and youth sessions
will be Linda Schultz and
I xonel Zuniga.
Church School will be at 9:45
a.m.Sunday

Dr. David Roos
To Give Sermon
At 1st Christian
Authority, Power & Faith"
with scripture from Matthew
7:28 to 8:10 will be the subject
of the sermon by the Rev. Dr.
David C. Roos at the 10:45
a.m. service on Sunday, Feb.
15, at the First Christian Church.
Guest soloist will be Mrs.
Margie Shown. Margaret
Boone will be choir director
with Maxine Clark as
'organist.
Assisting in the services will
be Jackie Stalls, Jean Fleming, Harlan Hodges, Lyle
Underwood, Fred Wells, Dana
Bullock, Billie Burton, Marie
Forrester. Jack Gibbs, Leah
Hart. George Landolt, Richie
Herndon, Michael Robinson,
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Hodges,
Mrs. Chichi Stinnett, and Corrine-McNutt.
The flowers on the communion table will be in honor of
Mrs. R. I.. Wade by Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Wainscott, and on
the chancel rail in memory of
Gil Fussell by his sister, Mrs.
Dana Bullock.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. -

John Dale To Speak
At 7th And Poplar
Church This Sunday
John Dale will speak on
"Church
Growth:
Evangelism" with scripture
from Acts 20:20-27 at the 8:30
and 10:40 a.m, services and on
''I ord, Have Mercy.' with
scripture from Matthew 17:1421 at the 6 p.m. services on
Sunday, Feb_ 15, at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ.
Assisting in the services will
be Ray Karraker, Jerry Bolls,
Steve Dublin, James Lee Harmon, James Shultz. Danny
Cleaver, Jerry M. McCallon,
Willis Eadens, Ted Howard,
Sam Parker. Kent Harmon,
Geoge Patterson, Max
Walker. Phil Cannon. Howell
Clark, Fred Douglas, Charles
Lamb,and Jim Wilson.
•Teen nursery helper will be
Tittruni Crouse and special
class helper will be Karen
Shultz. Serving on the extension department will be Bernice Wilferd and Don Wright.
Bible classes will be at 9:45
a.m. on Sunday.
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Solvent Suspected

Campus Lights..

Authorities Investigate
Louisville Explosions
By THOMAS S. WATSON
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) Federal authorities were investigating whether a flammable industrial solvent had
been dumped illegally into the
city sewer system in the aftermath of underground explosions that buckled streets and
hurled debris through the air.
The pre-dawn explosions
Friday "lit up things like It
was daylight" and left streets
looking "like a war zone,"
residents said.
Four people were injured,
and damage was estimated in
the millions of dollars.

Cause Sought
In Fire At
Vegas Hotel
By NORM CLARKE
Associated Press Writer
LAS VEGAS. Nev. ATh —
Rejecting an arson suspect's
story as "science fiction" and
"malarkey," fire authorities
say they may have to wait for
lab tests to pin down the
specific cause of Tuesday's
deadly Las Vegas Hilton hotel
blaze.
Philip Bruce Cline had told
police he accidentally started
the fire in a hallway with a
marijuana cigarette while
engaged in sex with another
man. He said an eighth-floor
drape caught fire and ignited
the blaze, which along with
three smaller fires elsewhere
in the hotel, killed eight people
and injured 198.
The 23-year-old Cline, a
loner who had worked only
five days as a busboy at the
mammoth resort casino, has
been booked with eight counts
of murder and one count of arson.
"I don't buy
Roy Parrish, Clark County fire chief,
said Friday. He called the explanation "a little science fiction.- Bob James,a member of the
county's arson squad, said
Cline's story w7as "a bunch of
malarkey." He added that the
actual cause May not be determined for another week.
Cline's lawyer Kevin Kelly.
meanwhile, said his client
denies "making - those,
statements" to police.
The arson squad has not ruled out the possibility of a second person being involved.
-but we have no leads in that
area," James said.

Balloonists
Ditch Effort
By The Associated Press
Two balloonists trying to
make the first nonstop, manned balloon flight around the
world reportedly touched
down in northern India, a
weather tracking station
aiding the project said tbday.
"We have a report that the
-balloon is down about 150
miles northwest of New
Delhi," reported Dee Schelling, spokeswoman for the
tracking station in Bedford.
Mass.
A usually well-informed
source in New Delhi who asked not to be identified told The
Associated Press that the
balloon, which had traveled
approximately 3,000 miles
since taking off from Egypt,
touched down near the town of
Kishar, about 90 miles northwest of New Delhi, the country's capital.
The source said he did not
know if the balloon was leaking gas, "but something obviously happened."

About 30 people w e
ordered to evacuate the area,
and scores.of other residents
left voluntarily. But they
began returning to their
homes by nightfall after the
chemical was believed flushed
from the sewers.
Officials warned however
that drinking water should be
boiled as a precaution against
contamination from backedup sewer lines.
Some 40 million to 50 million
gallons of raw sewage were
being diverted daily into the
Ohio River until further notice
because the lines can no
longer carry it to the treatment plant, officials said.
About 20 National Guardsmen were ordered into the city by Gov. Jahn Y. Brown Jr.
to aid local police.
The FBI joined the probe of
the pre-dawn blasts that rocked the Old Louisville area
after learning that a nearby
soybean mill had reported a
chemical spill a few hours
before the explosions.

NEW PASTOR — Ricky
Cunningham has been called
as pastor of the Owens Chapel
Baptist Church, located on
Penny-Airport Road, Highway
783 North. A graduate of
Calloway County High School,
he was active in the Future
Farmers of America. The son
of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Cunningham, he is married to the
former Celisa Curd. Worship
services are held at 11 a.m.
and 6:38 p.m. each Sunday
with Sunday School at 10 a.m.
The public is invited to attend
the services to hear the new
pastor, a church spokesman
said.
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Continued From Page One

Some students take adyantage of the
trip to audition for scholarships Mike
Griffin, a 1977 graduate of Murray State
from Rockford, was one such student
And like Griffin, students occasionally become permanent residents of west
Kentucky. Griffin is now band director
in Dawson Springs.
Garwood, who received his master's
degree from Murray' State in 1970. said
his students are impressed "with O.,
.
easy going nature of Murray and its

hospitality It's not surprising that
many return to go to school here and
often stay after they graduate."
"Campus Lights- is presented by the
men's and women's music fraternaties
at the university, Phi Mu Alpha and
Sigma Alpha Iota. Curtain times are
815 p.m. tonight, Saturday, and 3 p.ni.
Sunday. Some tickets will be available
at the door.
Tickets are 11 general admission and
$2 for senior citizens. The production IS
in us44th year.

Dublin Fire Kills 45
DUBLIN,Ireland ( AP — A flash fire
blacked out a Dublin dance hall and
turned a Valentine's disco contest into a
smoke-filled inferno early today, leaving 45 young people dead and 127 injured in a stampede toward:doors and
windows, some of them reported barred.
It was the second worst disaster in
Ireland since the Republic was founded
in 1921.
Survivors said the failure of the lights
started the panic because the exits
could not be seen. They also said most
of the doors were shut and some windows were barred to keep vandals out
of the Stardust Cabaret, a converted

.
11r1rft

SUNDAY
MONDAYj

warehouse in Dublin's northern Artane
quarter.
"It was everyone for themselves in
the hall and I saw people trampled on,"
one survivor said.
• Others said they'heard- rilinctt's the
fire was set on purpose, and police were
investigating. But Prime Minister
Charles Haughey said he had heard
nothing about possible arson, adding.
-It is too early to say anything about
the cause."
Haughey pledged a -full, thorough
and complete inquiry" into the fire.
when he visited the scene, which is in
his parliamentary constitutency.
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SAVE 26%-31%
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FASHION PANTS
Newest styles incluo
ing trousers
with
pockets pleats or
belts Cottons and
blend's Misses'

la MHz FM
ifeirA

Auto Dept

Your Choice Save 40%

11.

Each
Our Reg
19.88 Ea.

Auto Clock Or FM Converter
Digital clock fits on, under. or indash Converter converts AM radio to FM tuner. 12-volt

g 3.27
cW

SO Trash
Can Liners
1.5 mil
30x37" plastic
liners,. fit
30-gatcan

Cafeteria :maid
Tiger Head'

Sold in
Spode-KJ
Goods

Dept

nder's
Pride
Coffee

1.89
Tasty fried Chicken Dieter
With 10 Oz. Drink
3 pieces of chicken. cole slaw,
french fries, and roll & butter

2/*3

66

0wReg

Our Reg

m27 1.87

Tiger ssocr Flashlight
Durable plastic Uses two "D"
cell batteries Save now

24x45" Reversible Rug
Handy multicolor scatter rug
reverses for longer wear

'Not included

Blender's
13 oz. CanPride
Ground Cotfee
coff
for all
eemakers

Photofinishing
SPECIAL

Logue To Speak At
University Church
The University Church of
Christ will hear Bruce Logue
speak on "Apocalypse Now?"
with scripture from I Thess.
4:13-5:11 at the 10:30 a.m. seevice,and on ''The Respectable
Sin of Murmuring" with scripture from James 5:7-11 at the 6
p.m, service on Sunday. Feb.
15.
Ernie Bailey, Robert Hendon, Ben Humphreys, Jack
Wilson, J. T. Page, Jim
Feltner, Kennie Colson, Tommy Reid, John Gallagher,
Jerry Clark, Max Cleaver,
Barry Grogan, Bill Boyd,
Keith Hays, David Thompson,
and Tornmye Taylor will
assist in the services,
Bible study will be held at
9:30 a.m. Sunday.

rwood said his group usually arnves
a Thursday night and checks
into thetaquarters — Stewart Stadium.
For the ricqtt two nights, participants
in Garwood's ,annual journey "camp
out" at the stadhun, spending the night
in sleeping bags and on borrowed
couches and cots.
David Wells, Murray' State band
director and music instructor, coordinates the affair. The job includes
making sure everyone is checked in and
has tickets.
Tours also are arranged for the
students and countless hamburgers are
served.
Despite the work, Wells believes
hosting the visitors is worth his time.
He said many of the students later
enroll at Murray State to major in
music.
One Murray State student from
Rockford who made the trip in past
years is freshman Dan Lauby. He said
he had "never heard of anything south
of Carbondale" before joining the trip
one year.
"But here I am finishing up my
freshman year," said Lauby.
Another veteran of the caravan,
Karla Baumgartner, said she
developed a fondness for Murray State
during the trips. "I felt like I knew the
school. The people here are really
nice,"
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Develop And Print
Color Print Film'

LORP A
PreferVice
L

UP TO 24-EXP
UP TO 20-EXP
Limit 2
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PSrat
ice
e
174

UP TO 12-EXP

2.17

Wella
16-oz • Balsam' Shampoo
size
shampoo conditioning
•rl
Normal/Oily

UP TO 36-EXP

Sale
Price

4.49
3.83
1.97
6.79

Second Print, Each ...40
'C

L'Oreal Preference' Color
Soft, natural-looking hair color
in all shades
Save!

o,C

I him only

f
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iJIi

7.99

j,j

I.

vedi

Our Reg
11 46 Bolt

Solid Vinyl Wollcovering
Pre-pasted scrubbable easy
to apply Many designs Colors

One oppscohon Per 00k

OPEN DAILY 9-9
SUNDAY 124
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